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Creative writing student wins Mailer award
By BENJAMIN WOOD
senior news writer

USU creative writing student John Gilmore was recently named
the first-ever winner of the Norman Mailer College Nonfiction
Writing Award. According to the Norman Mailer Society Web
site, the award represents a joint venture by the National Council
of Teachers of English and the Norman Mailer Writers Colony
and includes a $10,000 prize and a summer fellowship.
Gilmore said the award money is “nothing compared to the
exposure,” especially being the award’s first winner.
“It’s the luckiest thing that could ever happen,” Gilmore said.
Jennifer Sinor, a professor at the university, said the exposure will not only benefit Gilmore but the USU creative writing
program as a whole. The creative writing emphasis is relatively
young, Sinor said, having been at USU for roughly five years and
having a USU student as the first winner of the Mailer award
adds credibility to the program.
“It really does put that emphasis on the map nationally,” Sinor
said. “It gives the whole program energy and enthusiasm. You can
be from Utah and be recognized for your work.”
Gilmore said he started at USU as a journalism major but
quickly switched to the creative writing program to “do more
of the fun stuff.” His award-winning essay, “Final Cascade,” is
a braided narrative, combining elements of natural erosion,
disease and personal reflection. For one braid, Gilmore visited
the Uintah Mountains where he once camped as part of a youth
group and wrote about his experiences there and the relationship
between himself and his former youth leader, whom Gilmore had
distanced.
“In writing the essay we reconnected,” Gilmore said.
Sinor said the essay’s structure is difficult to master and “Final
Cascade” in particular is a complicated and well-written piece.
“John is a very talented writer,” Sinor said.
Gilmore, a senior, said he hopes the award and experience from
the summer fellowship will help him enter a good doctorate program, and he intends to continue at USU for his master’s degree.
“The professors (at USU) are fantastic,” Gilmore said.
Graduate students in the department often teach English 1010
and 2010 and Sinor said if Gilmore does remain at USU, he will
be a great example for younger students.
“Undergraduates would benefit from having him as a teacher,”
Sinor said.
Gilmore said while he understood Mailer’s writing style, he has

JOHN GILMORE, winner of the first annual Norman Mailer College Nonfiction Writing Award, reads a book in the Merrill-Cazier
Library. CODY GOCHNOUR photo illustration

a bit of familiarizing to do with the late writer’s work before the
summer fellowship.
“Now I’m reading it all as fast as I can,” Gilmore said.
“Final Cascade” was written for an advanced nonfiction class,
Gilmore said, and was mostly completed before he decided to
submit it for the award. Gilmore performed some revision on
the essay and ultimately shortened it before the final version was
selected by the Writers Colony.
Sinor said Gilmore’s writing is similar to Mailer’s, saying that
he is “edgy” and combines lyrical voice with extensive research.

The Norman Mailer Society Web site states that entries were
evaluated on the criteria of “originality; insight; clear voice and
style; artful arrangement of elements and materials; and overall
aesthetic, emotional or intellectual effect.”
Gilmore said the essay addresses some big issues, and he felt
some hesitation in presenting the essay to his former youth
leader. In the end though, Gilmore was surprised by the criticism
he received.
“I never served you burnt pancakes,” Gilmore said he was told.
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU student interns for Senate and White House
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

USU STUDENT GRAYSON WEEKS stands with Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid. Weeks interned for the Senate and the White House. He
was able to meet President Barack Obama and President Thomas Monson of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. photo courtesy of GRAYSON
WEEKS

Inside This Issue

Out of 7,000 applicants, Grayson Weeks, senior in political science and philosophy, was one of 120 interns chosen
to work along side Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and
senior staff in the White House.
Weeks worked on behalf of President Barack Obama and
was occasionally able to speak with him and said the most
notable moment of his life occurred while sitting in the West
Wing. Thomas S. Monson, president of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, arrived in Washington D.C. to
present Obama his genealogy as a gift. Weeks said he asked if
he could watch Monson’s arrival to the White House and was
instead given the opportunity to be the facilitator of Obama
and Monson’s meeting. Reid and LDS Apostle Joseph B.
Wirthlin were also present.
“I got to sit with the president of my church and the president of the United States at the same time,” Weeks said.
Weeks wanted to work for Reid because it was the beginning of the new legislative session. The Democrats would be
in majority and he was interested in what Reid wanted to
accomplish, he said. Weeks did not plan on applying for an
internship in the White House initally but while working
with Reid, Weeks filled out the necessary paperwork and was
accepted. His last day working for the Senate was Thursday,
March 21, and his first day working in the White House was
the next day. Weeks said he has been an Obama supporter
since 2005 when he saw him on a television program. Weeks
said he thought to himself, “I want that guy to be president.”
Most of Weeks’ time was spent promoting dialogue for
those in the Democratic Caucus. His main objective was
to strengthen the relationships between the Senate and the
public. The public is represented by organizations that scheduled closed-door, closed-press policy discussions through
Weeks with the Senate. Weeks organized the meetings and
said the multifaceted task demanded 70 percent of his time
on the job. Weeks said he decided who should be invited to
the meetings, prepared invitations and did the field research
needed to compile memos that were sent to all senators
and chiefs of staff on the topic to be discussed. During the
closed-door meetings, Weeks would take notes on the matters addressed and send another memo out to keep all those
who didn’t attend updated on the affairs confronted. Weeks
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also compiled information to better inform senators on the
approaching floor debate.
Weeks said it was an “unnerving” experience being surrounded by political leaders. Weeks said he often did not
feel important enough to be working with such intelligent
and qualified people. He said he felt tremendous pressure to
execute his work properly.
“I mean I’m sitting in the room and in walks Chuck
Schumer,” Weeks said. “It’s one thing to sit with your friends
and talk about politics. It’s completely different to actually be
there when they are solving the issues.”
Weeks had no transition period between his work with
the Senate and White House. Weeks said he said his purpose
in the White House was to assist Obama in understanding
Congress’ legislative concerns and priorities. He spent most
of his time tracking legislative correspondence. Because
Weeks has been involved with the Senate and the White
House, he said he has to be extremely careful about what he
says and who he talks to.
Dean of the political science department Roberta
Herzberg said it takes a special kind of student to perform
the tasks Weeks did in Washington D.C. Herzberg assisted
Weeks in the application process and prepared him to intern.
She said Weeks came to college prepared to take on an independent workload, has a great mind and strong work ethic.
Weeks would look for opportunities to sit down with professors and chat about philosophy and politics. Weeks is the
first student to be granted an internship for the White House
in a Democratic administration.
“Competition to get these positions were fierce. For one to
be filled with someone at USU is such a coo,” Herzberg said.
The White House offers internships to college students
because it wants to get the younger population enthused to
work in the political arena, Herzberg said. USU gave scholarships to Weeks to support his unpaid internship and Weeks
pursued other scholarships on his own.
Working with major U.S. authorities has sculpted Weeks’
future goals, three points standing out most of all.
Weeks said, “I have an increased desire to be a force for
good in the world. I have a desire to help shape the dialogue
that will direct the course of human affairs, and I will
improve the capacity of institutions to address political and
economic problems.”
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Celebs&People
NEW YORK (AP)
– Jamaican reggae artist Major
Mackerel says he’s been slashed
in the head, arm and hand by a
New York City
man wielding a
2-foot sword.
Police say
one of the musician’s Brooklyn
neighbors was
MACKEREL
arrested and
the sword was
recovered Sunday morning.
Major Mackerel was hospitalized for several hours. He
left the hospital with bandages
crowning his dreadlocks and
wrapped around his left hand,
wrist and elbow.

NewsBriefs
Cuts for School Nurses?
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – By
one estimate, Utah’s school
nurses serve more children than
any other state and advocates
worry state budget cuts could
only stretch them even thinner.
The National Association of
School Nurses says that on average each school nurse in Utah
serves about 4,900 students. The
national average is about 1,100.
State lawmakers have already
had to cut about 10 percent from
one batch of state money used to
support school nurses.

LateNiteHumor
Friday, Oct. 2, 2009 – Top
10 Signs You Have Too Much
Money.
10. Actually considering
plunking down $29 on that
Palin book.
9. Someone mentions the
recession, you say, “The
what?!?!”
8. When taking the eye test,
you hire Vanna White to stand
by letters.
7. You have a regular butler for
you, and an adorable monkey
butler for the kids.
6. Instead of watching
“Seinfeld,” you hire Jerry to
act out episodes in your living
room.
5. You can afford New York
Yankee tickets.
4. You’ve prepaid your income
tax through the year 2064.
3. That Monopoly dude with
the top hat and mustache?
Based on you.
2. Bill Gates is your pool guy.
1. People tell you they love the
talk show you do with Kelly
Ripa.

Adviser downplays threat of renewed al-Qaida haven
WASHINGTON (AP) – A top U.S. commander’s
public plea for more troops in Afghanistan prompted
a mild rebuke Sunday from the White House national
security adviser, as the administration heads into a
second week of intensive negotiations over its evolving
Afghan strategy.
Retired Gen. James Jones said that decisions on
how best to stabilize Afghanistan and beat back the
insurgency must extend beyond troop levels to development and governance. And the request by Army
Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. commander in
Afghanistan, for up to 40,000 more troops is just one
of three key elements advisers must consider as they
meet this week to plot the way ahead.
He added that it is “better for military advice to
come up through the chain of command,” rather than
off a public stage, referring to McChrystal’s speech in
London last week making a case for more troops. But
Jones also beat back suggestions that the open campaign could jeopardize the general’s job.
McChrystal “is in it for the long haul,” Jones said.
“I don’t think this is an issue.”
Jones comments came amid growing government
fissures over whether to send thousands of additional
forces to the fight, and just hours after militant forces
overwhelmed U.S. troops at two outposts near the
Pakistan border, killing eight Americans.
Obama’s senior advisers are set to meet twice this
week to debate the Afghan strategy, juggling political
pressure from the left to scale back combat troops
with arguments from military leaders, including
Adm. Mike Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, that additional forces are needed to secure the
country and enable government and economic development advancements.
Jones said that Afghanistan is not in imminent
danger of falling to the Taliban, and he downplayed
fears that the insurgency could set up a renewed sanctuary for al-Qaida. McChrystal has said that insurgents are gaining ground and the U.S. is in danger of
failing unless more forces are sent to the fight.
“I don’t foresee the return of the Taliban.

DURING A FIREFIGHT with Taliban militants, debris and spent shell casing fly as U.S. Marine Lance Cpl. Roy
Aeschlimann, of Tucker, Ga., with 3rd Platoon, Bravo Company, 1st Battalion 5th Marines returns fire, in Nawa district,
Helmand province, southern Afghanistan, Sunday, Oct. 4, 2009. Taliban militants opened up on the Marine patrol using
assault rifles, medium machine guns and snipers. AP photo

Afghanistan is not in imminent danger of falling,”
Jones said. “The al-Qaida presence is very diminished.
The maximum estimate is less than 100 operating in
the country, no bases, no ability to launch attacks on
either us or our allies.”
He said Obama has received McChrystal’s request
for additional troops, and the force numbers will be
part of a larger discussion that will include efforts to
beef up the size and training of the Afghan army and
police, along with economic development and governance improvements in Afghanistan.
“It would be, I think, unfortunate if we let the
discussion just be about troop strength. There is a

minimum level that you have to have, but there’s,
unfortunately, no ceiling to it,” Jones said.
Obama is considering a range of ideas for changing
course in Afghanistan, including scaling back, staying
put and sending more troops to fight the insurgency.
U.S. officials also are waiting for the results of
the Afghan elections, as disturbing reports of fraud
grow. Peter Galbraith, who was dismissed last week
as the deputy special envoy in Afghanistan, argued
in a Washington Post opinion piece Sunday that the
international community must correct problems that
allowed the fraudulent voting, including replacing
election staff.

Socialists trounce conservatives in Sunday’s Greek election
ATHENS, Greece (AP) – Greece’s Socialists trounced
the governing conservatives in a landslide election
Sunday, with voters angered by scandals and a faltering
economy ousting Prime Minister Costas Karamanlis
halfway through his second term.
Humbled by his New Democracy party’s worst
electoral performance ever, Karamanlis, 53, resigned
as its leader and said a new chief is needed for the party
founded by his late uncle Constantine Karamanlis 35
years ago.
George Papandreou, 57, now follows in the footsteps
of his father, Andreas Papandreou – who founded his
Panhellenic Socialist Movement party, or PASOK – and
grandfather and namesake George Papandreou, both of
whom served several terms as prime ministers.
“We bear a great responsibility to change the
course of the country. ... We know that we can make it,”
Papandreou, a former foreign minister, told jubilant supporters lighting flares and waving PASOK flags depicting
the party’s symbol of a green rising sun outside his party
headquarters in central Athens.
“I know the potential of the country very well, a
potential being drowned by corruption, favoritism, lawlessness and waste,” Papandreou said.

“We must all believe again we can succeed ... we cannot waste a single day.”
Results from 87.65 percent of votes counted showed
PASOK winning with 43.93 percent, compared to 34.03
percent for New Democracy. Turnout was at 70.44 percent. Voting is compulsory in Greece, although penalties
for failing to vote are no longer enforced.
The result gives PASOK a solid majority of 160 seats
in the 300-member parliament, bringing the party back
to power after five years of conservative governance.
Papandreou’s victory, along with a recent election win
by socialists in Portugal, bucks a European trend that has
seen a conservative surge in the continent’s powerhouse
economies, including most recently in Germany, where
Chancellor Angela Merkel won re-election last week.
“This is a historic victory for PASOK, which means
great responsibility for us,” senior party official and former minister Evangelos Venizelos said.
Papandreou will now have to deal with a faltering
economy that is expected to contract in 2009 after years
of strong growth, while the budget deficit will probably
exceed 6 percent of economic output.
In contrast to Karamanlis, who advocated an austerity program of freezing state salaries, pensions and hir-

ing, Papandreou has promised to inject up to 3 billion
($4.4 billion) to jump-start the economy.
However, his government will likely have to borrow
heavily just to service the ballooning debt – set to exceed
100 percent of GDP this year – and keep paying public
sector wages and pensions. Papandreou has pledged
to limit borrowing by reducing government waste and
going after tax dodgers.
Thousands of cheering supporters mobbed a smiling Papandreou as he arrived at the central Athens
headquarters while the results trickled in. Others drove
through the city honking their horns.
Karamanlis, looking tired and downcast, congratulated his rival.
“From the depths of my heart, I wish to thank the voters who backed us in these elections. I wish to congratulate George Papandreou for his victory,” he said in a brief
speech in central Athens. “We hope he succeeds in the
great challenge of facing the economic situation.”
Karamanlis announced the early election just halfway
through his second four-year term in an ultimately failed
gamble to win a strong new mandate to tackle Greece’s
economic woes. But he had already been trailing in opinion polls when he called the election last month.

WASHINGTON (AP) – Job hunters will face long
odds well into next year. As the unemployment rate
inches closer to 10 percent, most businesses are
nowhere close to hiring again.
Uncertain about prospects for recovery – the
economy’s and their own – employers cut 263,000
jobs in September, the government said Friday.
Unemployment crept up to 9.8 percent.
As the economy slowly turns around, sales are
slowly growing and many companies are starting to
make money again. But they’re doing it by cutting
costs, squeezing more work out of fewer employees
and relying on part-timers and cheap overseas labor.
Until companies are confident the recovery is here

to stay, they will probably keep laying off workers.
The economy lost 62,000 more jobs in September
than in August, and the unemployment rate notched
up from 9.7 percent to a new 26-year high.
Most economists say the recession is probably over.
But the recovery isn’t robust enough to embolden
businesses to hire again.
“Fear is a large factor for many companies,” said
Michael Williams, dean of the graduate school of
business at Touro College in New York. “What happens after the government’s stimuli end? Does the
recovery morph into something durable, or is there an
abyss on the other side?”
President Barack Obama called the jobless figures

a sobering reminder that progress to reverse the recession will come in fits and starts.
Employers are expected to continue cutting payrolls for six to nine more months. Economists think
the jobless rate will go as high as 10.5 percent around
the middle of next year before declining gradually.
It could take three or four more years for unemployment to fall to normal levels. The worst recession
since the Great Depression has already claimed 7.2
million jobs, and analysts figure 750,000 more jobs
could disappear over the next six months.
The drumbeat of job losses is creating fear that
Americans won’t start spending again and the recovery may fizzle.

Despite economic recovery, employers still aren’t ready to hire
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Batting and bowling on the Quad
USU students
celebrate Tuition
Freedom Day
By RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor

USU students will be given the opportunity to
thank private donors who have helped fund their collegiate education Tuesday and Wednesday as part of
Tuition Freedom Day.
Tonya Davis, Student Giving adviser, said the
tuition USU students pay covers about 13 percent of
the education students receive. The other 87 percent
comes through private donors and through the state.
Tuesday and Wednesday mark when tuition is used
up and money from donors starts paying for students’
education.
“Even though (students) struggle and tuition can be
expensive and a burden, it’s still relatively small compared to the cost of getting an education,” Davis said.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, students can participate in a Thank-a-Thon. Students will sign cards
thanking private donors for their support, said Amber
Neil, junior in public relations and Student Giving
chair. The Thank-a-Thon will take place on the second
floor of the Taggart Student Center from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. and participants will be given tokens for Aggie
Ice Cream.
As an extra incentive, the student club that gets the
most members to participate in the Thank-a-Thon will
receive $200 for its activities. Davis said the money
comes from University Advancement’s budget.
The cards will be used as another way to thank
private donors for their contributions. Davis said
donors get thanks from the university but don’t often
get to hear from the students. Most donors contribute
because of the students, and Davis said this is a good
way to let them know students appreciate their contributions on their behalf.
Another way students can get involved in Tuition
Freedom Day is through trivia. Two questions are
located in this edition of The Utah Statesman, and
Davis said whoever can answer each of the questions
most accurately will receive a $25 gift card to the USU
Bookstore. The trivia can also be found on the university’s Facebook groups.
Davis said Tuition Freedom Day is put on by
University Advancement, which has contributed close
to $800 from its budget for the event. The idea for the
two-day celebration came from private schools that
had similar events. Davis said USU looked at these
celebrations and adopted the idea to fit the public
university’s needs.
This is USU’s second year trying Tuiton Freedom
Day, Neil said. Last year, the event wasn’t given
enough publicity. Neil said banners in the TSC will
help advertise the event. Event coordinators will also
pass out suckers with a message attached. The candy
will hopefully help advertise the event and spread
student awareness of the importance of donations, she
said.
“I don’t think students understand everything they
receive from private donors and the state,” she said.
Neil said she hopes students will remember the
importance of private donors and “some day look back
and donate” to the university too.
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu

STUDENTS LEARN HOW TO PLAY CRICKET on the Quad Saturday. Participants

learned how to bowl and bat The event was co-sponsored by the International Student Council, HPER
and Indian Student Association. CODY GOCHNOUR photos

PoliceBlotter
Saturday, Sept. 26
• USU Police responded to the Aggie Parking
Terrace for a criminal mischief report. A vehicle
was covered with cookies and other trash. This
investigation is continuing.
• Logan City Police received several noise complaints of loud music coming from the university.
USU was hosting an outdoor Homecoming dance
on the Quad. USU Police made contact with the
music manager and had them turn down the
music, which seemed to solve the problem. No
further action was taken.
• USU Police observed a man lying in the bushes
near the east concourse bathrooms in the USU
football stadium, during the USU vs. SUU football game. Police determined this person was
intoxicated and unable to take care of himself.
This person was cited for illegal consumption of
alcohol by a minor and for intoxication. He was
later released to his friends who agreed to drive
him home and take care of him there.
• USU Police responded to a report of a fight in
the West Stadium parking lot during the USU vs.
SUU football game. One individual was arrested
for public intoxication, disorderly conduct and
false information to a police officer.
Monday, Sept. 28
• USU Police responded to a report of graffiti
on the Natural Resources Building. After photographs were obtained, Facilities responded to
clean up the graffiti. Police are investigating.
• USU Police received a delayed report of some
unauthorized people moving helium tanks near
the chemistry building and possibly taking some
of the gas. Police are investigating.

Contact USU Police at 797-1939
for non-emergencies.
Anonymous reporting line: 797-5000
EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

• USU Police responded to a report of a chicken
running loose near Moen Hall. Upon arrival,
police caught the chicken and transported it to
the Public Safety Office.

• USU Police responded to an assault that had
happened in the Fieldhouse. Police have identified the victim and the suspect. Police are investigating.

Tuesday, Sept. 29

Thursday, Oct. 1

• USU Police served a search warrant on a
student’s apartment to recover illegal items.
Criminal charges are pending on the student.

• USU Police assisted Risk Management with
investigating an industrial accident that occurred
at the Caine Dairy. A worker sustained injuries
to his hand when it was caught in a building
exhaust fan. The individual was transported by
private vehicle to the hospital for treatment.

• USU Police responded to the north side of the
Fieldhouse on a report of a suspicious person.
The person was confronting people passing by
and might have been panhandling. Police were
unable to locate the suspect, who appeared to
have left the area prior to their arrival.
• USU Police responded to Bullen Hall on a
report that someone had locked a bicycle to the
railing on the second floor. This bicycle had been
there for a couple days with a notice to have it
removed. The owner was not found so the lock
was cut and the bike was impounded by the
police.
Wednesday, Sept. 30
• USU Police observed a vehicle with loud music
in the Bullen parking lot at 3:15 a.m. Police investigated and found that two of the occupants had
been drinking alcohol. A female was arrested
and booked into jail for minor in possession,
consumption of alcohol and false information to
a police officer.
• USU Police assisted the Attorney General’s
Office on a stolen property incident. The
Attorney General’s Office has recovered a laptop
computer that possibly belongs to USU. Police are
investigating.

• USU Police responded to the Biotechnology
Building for the report of person stranded in the
elevator. Upon arrival, police made contact with
the individual in the elevator and informed her
that they were trying to get her out. The elevator
was reset by Facilities and the individual was let
out of the elevator.
Friday, Oct. 2
• USU Police responded to the Aggie Parking
Terrace to assist a driver in getting out of the
gate. Due to the size of the vehicle, the gate would
not open. USU Police was able to assist the drive
in getting out of the structure.
• USU Police responded to the turnaround on
Champ Drive for a traffic accident. A vehicle hit
the curb while avoiding an accident with another
vehicle.
• USU Police responded to the north parking lot
of the Nutrition and Food Sciences Building for a
dog that was left in a vehicle. Upon arrival, police
confirmed that the dog was in good health.
-Compiled by Rachel A. Christensen
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Briefs
Campus & Community

Natural Resources
Week kicks off Oct. 5
The Cache Valley community
is invited to enjoy a variety of
activities marking USU’s College
of Natural Resources (CNR) Week
Oct. 5-10. The week includes a
photo contest, outdoor expo, film
and music highlighting global
sustainability issues along with
a special appearance by Steve
Curwood, host and executive
producer of the Public Radio
International program, “Living on
Earth.”
The theme for the week is “Find
your roots. Make a difference.”
The week kicks off Monday,
Oct. 5, with a hearty logger’s
breakfast of homemade pancakes
on the Taggart Student Center
Patio. The breakfast is a fundraiser for USU’s Forestry Club and
Wildlife Society student chapter
and the cost is $3 per plate. Meals
are served from 9-11 a.m.
Throughout the day, posters by
CNR graduate and undergraduate
students will be on display in the
TSC Sunburst and International
Lounges, along with entries in
the college’s Nature Photo Contest
display.
At 7 p.m. all are invited to a
free showing of the PBS documentary, “Wolves in Paradise,” which
features the innovative efforts of
CNR alumni to reduce livestockwildlife conflicts in Montana.
Hosted by the Berryman Institute
and the Quinney Natural
Resources Library, the film will be
followed by a panel discussion.
Tuesday, Oct. 6, the college
hosts an outdoor expo on the
USU quad from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
The gathering features exhibits
by CNR student clubs, wildlife
agencies, local outdoor recreation
vendors and more.
Wednesday, Oct. 7, Steve
Curwood, host and executive producer of Public Radio
International’s “Living on Earth”
program, presents “Green is the
New Red, White and Blue.” His
talk, free and open to all, begins
at 11 a.m. in the Taggart Student
Center Ballroom.
On Thursday, Oct. 8, all are
invited to the day-long workshop,
“Potential Carbon Markets and
Utah Agriculture: An Assessment
of Opportunities.” Cost and registration information can be found
at potentialcarbonmarkets.usu.
edu.
Friday evening at 7 p.m., all
are invited to the annual Reduce,
Reuse and Rock Concert at the
amphitheater on Old Main Hill.
Hosted by Aggie Recyclers, the
Environmental Coalition of
Students and the CNR, the event
benefits recycling and conservation efforts on campus and in the
community. Suggested donation is
$3 per person.

UPR partners with
Utah Food Bank

Listeners who make a financial
pledge in support of Utah Public
Radio’s Fall On-Air Fund Drive, Oct.
6-14, will also benefit Utah Food
Bank Services. In the campaign,
Smith’s Food and Drug will donate
a pie for every pledge, up to a 1,000pledge total.
“This charitable arrangement
means as many as 1,000 pies can be
donated to Food Bank Services in
time for the upcoming holiday season with help from UPR listeners,”
said.
Utah Public Radio’s financial
goal for the on-air drive is $75,000,
and first-time station members can
play a special role in furthering
fundraising efforts for both UPR
and Utah Food Bank Services, said
Cathy Ives, UPR station general
manager. If 150 listeners become
members by making a first-time
pledge of financial support, another
Utah business will donate $1,000
to Utah Food Bank Services and
$1,000 to Utah Public Radio.
Those interested in supporting
URP’s campaign and the partnership with Utah Food Bank Services
can participate online at the station’s Web site, www.upr.org, or by
calling 1-800-826-1495.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports

Answers
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Crossword
Puzzle!
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Logan Art Cinema shuts down

GET LOST!
(Bring a date, but no nibbling on the ears)

•
•
•
•
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The largest corn maze in cache valley
The best deal around
unique maze design
located next to eccles ice arena

OPEN NOW

Mon-Thurs 5-11, Fri 5-12, Sat 2-12
Adults $6 Children $4
Call 435-755-5755

$1 off every Monday!

Group Discounts Available
www.greencanyonfarms.com

2850 N 100 E
435-770-7547

Next to Eccles Ice Arena off Main Street
Turn by Nate’s & Andy’s

$1 OFF

with this coupon
not valid with any other offer

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE
Monday-Thursday only
not valid with any other offer
expires September 30

Westates Theatres
begins looking for
a new venue for
independent films
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

Though Logan Art Cinema has officially closed down, independent-film junkies
will not be left deprived.
Richard Davidson, city manager of
Westates Theatres, said he is fighting for
independent films and sooner or later
the films will be available to watch in one
of the open theaters. Davidson said he
and other Westates staff have discussed
devoting a screen in Logan Movies 5 to
films that would usually play in Logan
Art Cinema. He said the vice president of
Westates Theatres, T.J. Rudman, did all he
could to keep the cinema open.
For years Logan Art Cinema has not
been profiting from its ticket sales but has
been keeping the one-screen theater open
to let devoted indie-film goers indulge.

With each month, the cinema created a
plex. Movie theater crowds have changed,”
deeper dent in its finances and was never
she said.
able to break even, Davidson said. The
A year ago, Westates staff wanted
crowd Logan Art Cinema attracted were
to shut down Logan Art Cinema but
those who apprecidecided to give the
ated and were knowlbuilding another six
edgeable of film,
months after there
“Movie
Davidson said. Each
was a great response
theater crowds
independent film ran
from the public to
have changed.”
for a few weeks, based
keep it open. After the
on its popularity, he
months passed nothing
said.
and plans to
– Stacy Nettles, changed
The Logan Art
shut down the cinema
assistant city manager of began. Davidson said
Cinema’s lease is up in
30 days and Westates
Westates Theatres there was talk of lowerTheatres will lose all
ing ticket prices at one
control of the buildpoint to make the cining at that time.
ema more appealing.
The assistant city manager of Westates
However, film companies would not allow
Theatres, Stacy Nettles, said Logan Art
the adjustment.
Cinema had a different feel to it. She said
Only a few movies really helped out
it was more laid back than Century 6,
the cinema, but their success could not fill
which always felt like “controlled chaos.”
the hole the unsuccessful films dug. Some
Davidson said though profits were
of the successful movies were “Passion
nonexistent at Logan Art Cinema, the
of the Christ,” “March of the Penguins”
institution had its strengths. The managand “Slumdog Millionaire.” Other movies
ers and other staff were knowledgeable
like “Paper Heart” left the cinema nearly
and the cinema “brought movies that
empty.
weren’t the same old blockbusters,”
“Sometimes I swear I was the only one
Davidson said.
in the valley who watched some of the
It is now an era where one-screen themovies,” Nettles said.
aters are rarely successful, if ever, Nettles
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
said.
“We are living in the age of the multi-

A SIGN READS ‘CLOSED’ on the front of the Logan Art Cinema theater. The theater, which showed indie movies, was closed despite
efforts to keep it running. TYLER LARSON photo

Ph.D. student receives grant
BY USU MEDIA RELATIONS

A Utah State University doctoral student
recently received a two-year $50,000 dissertation grant that will help researchers and families
better understand the impact fathers play in the
lives of their growing children.
Sheila Anderson’s project is titled “Dads’
Parenting Interactions with Children – Checklist
of Observations Linked to Outcomes.” Anderson
is a doctoral student in the Department of
Family, Consumer and Human Development
in the Emma Eccles Jones College of Education
and Human Services. Called PICCOLO-D,
the project will be funded by a Head Start
Graduate Student Research Grant from the
Administration for Children and Families in the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
Anderson said the research project itself will
entail developing a valid, reliable, easy-to-use
observational measure of father-child interaction that predicts positive child outcomes.
“Most of what programs encourage parents
to do is based on research about how mothers
influence outcomes,” Anderson said. “We are
trying to better understand the unique strength
fathers bring to parenting in order to help practitioners support positive father-child interactions and capitalize on fathers’ strengths.”
The grant is intended to support the development of doctoral student research skills in
studying Head Start/Early Head Start populations. The money will provide the means to
employ other students to assist with the project,
fund travel expenses, provide materials and supplies needed for observational coding and compensate consultants. Anderson said the project
will be completed over two years and would not
be possible without the funding. Anderson is
working with the Head Start/Early Head Start
Fatherhood program serving Davis, Morgan and
Summit counties.
FCHD professor Lori Roggman is Anderson’s
mentor and dissertation committee chairperson
for the project. Roggman said Anderson began

a doctoral program in FCHD after several years
of working in the field of early childhood, so she
came with a strong background of experience.
“She has been a highly engaged student,” said
Roggman. “It was delightful working with her.
This is the fifth doctoral student I have had who
has received one of these grants (Vonda Jump,
Lisa Boyce, Gina Cook and DeAnn Jones are also
all former recipients of these grants).”
Roggman said she and Anderson collaborated on the research idea long before the opportunity to submit a grant became possible.
“We had already been having rich discussions about parenting behaviors specific to
fathers, and she had been reviewing research
articles on fathers and fathering for several
months,” Roggman said. “We then collaborated
on this grant proposal like colleagues often do,
exchanging emails and having quick conversations at all hours while we reviewed and revised
the grant proposal, section by section.”
The grant funding will provide support for
Anderson to allow her to spend time on this
project and also pay for some consulting time
from another doctoral student, Gina Cook, who
worked on the original PICCOLO project.
Other students, both graduate and undergraduate, will be involved in data collection that
will provide them with hands-on experience
in the research process. Undergraduate and
graduate students will be recruited to help conduct observations using various versions of the
measure as it is being developed. Anderson said
students will benefit from the grant by being
able to acquire good observation skills and learn
more about the behavioral observation process
and reliability analyses.
“Although the grant is small, having graduate
students successfully applying for grants and
receiving funding for their dissertation research
reflects well on the college,” Anderson said.
“PICCOLO-D is expected to have wide distribution to programs such as Head Start nationwide,
similarly to the original PICCOLO measure, and
thereby will enhance the reputation of the college.”
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Blue goes platinum green
By TAM ROUNDS
staff writer

If students have ever wondered about that modern
structure with the wing-like
roof, amid the ponds on the
east side of I-15 in Kaysville,
it is the Wetland Discovery
Point (WDP).
Located at the Utah
Botanical Center (UBC), this
is the crown jewel in USU’s
growing collection of greenbuilt buildings. Excavation for
the 3,200-square-foot structure began in May 2008 and
USU took ownership of the
building in February 2009.
Dave Anderson, director of
UBC, said it was constructed
to meet rigorous standards,
earning it an internationally-recognized Leadership
in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) Platinum certification, at a cost of $1.7 million.
LEED is a point-based
system developed by the
U.S. Green Building Council
in 2000 to measure how
environmental-friendly a
structure is. Construction
projects earn LEED points
for satisfying specific greenbuilding criteria in six LEED
credit categories: Sustainable
Sites, Water Efficiency,
Energy and Atmosphere,
Materials and Resources,
Indoor Environmental Quality
and Innovation in Design.

THE WETLAND DISCOVERY POINT is located at the Utah Botanical Center (UBC) and is part USU’s collection of green-built
buildings. Wetland Discovery Point is the UBC’s newest site for educational courses and field trips for the adults and thousands of school
children who visit the center each year to learn about the importance of conservation and wetland ecosystems. TYLER LARSON photo

Certification rankings represent increasingly energy-wise
design and construction
beginning with certified followed by silver, gold and platinum. Anderson said WDP is
the only publicly owned platinum LEED certified building
in Utah. Privately owned
buildings are the Swaner
EcoCenter in Park City and

Daybreak in South Jordan.
All future USU buildings
will be built according to
LEED silver requirements or
better. That is the standard
that Utah adopted earlier this
year for all public buildings.
Stanley Kane, university architect and director of Facilities
Operations at USU, said
the USTAR Health Sciences

Center currently under construction at USU’s Innovation
Campus is aiming for a gold
rating. Both WDP and USTAR
were planned before Utah
made LEED silver certification
a minimum requirement. The
donors wanted the national
recognition that the LEED rating brings.
According to UBC’s Web

site, WDP is UBC’s newest site
for educational courses and
field trips for the adults and
thousands of school children
who visit the center each year
to learn about the importance
of conservation and wetland
ecosystems. It joins The Utah
House – another UBC green
building demonstrating how
a typical single-family home

can have minimal impact on
the environment – the Varga
Arboretum, greenhouses and
demonstration gardens on 100
acres – including 25 acres of
open water – that offer learning opportunities for Utahns
to be excellent stewards of the
land and its resources.
WDP has numerous
examples of cutting-edge sustainable features. Beginning
with the striking roof design,
Jayne Mulford, coordinator
at the UBC, explained that
“the angled pitch of the wings
directs rainwater to a central
gutter that empties the water
into the pond at one end and
to a 6,500-gallon capacity
above-ground cistern at the
other. Water from the tank is
then used to flush the toilets
within the facility.”
The attractively weathered
decking surrounding the
building is constructed with
Trestlewood. According to
the UBC Web site, the timbers were reclaimed from the
Lucin Cutoff railroad trestle
that once crossed Great Salt
Lake. Aside from being part of
local history and also highly
rot-resistant, the reclaimed
wood reduces the need to harvest new wood. The decking
is a work in progress and is
designed to eventually extend
out over the pond.
Entering the building,

- See GREEN, page 7

Student balances the big screen and the textbooks
By CASSIDEE CLINE
staff writer

Many people’s fantasies about starring in a movie surround
the idea that it is easy. If individuals have had enough acting
experience then they believe they will be able to portray whatever character the director wants. Some people who choose
to pursue that career find out that it is a lot tougher then just
showing up at an audition and reading through a couple of
lines.
Shane Wood is the new-up-and-coming undiscovered talent
in the movie industry.
When he first started, Wood found himself on a number of
different movie sets doing stunt work along side U.S. Marines.
Without any former theater experience in middle and high
school, Wood was more a macho guy who seemed like he would
play football for his career.
Wood grew up in North Logan, was a high school drop out,
and at the age 18 he worked at the EA Miller slaughterhouse.
While working, his boss, Mike Faulker, had told him he was
too smart to be working at the slaughterhouse for the rest of
his life and encouraged him to go to college. Wood said he had
moved out of his house at 16 and he had no clue how he would
pay for college, but when Faulker had told Wood about applying for grants, Wood said he got motivated, started going to
the gym and then went to Dixie College.
Wood said he spent two years of his life playing football at
Dixie College. The plan, Wood said, was
to go to USU and follow in Hal Garner’s
footsteps. Garner was a childhood friend
of Wood in Logan who became a football
star for the Buffalo Bills when he graduated from USU.
“That’s kind of where I thought I would
end up,” Wood said.
Things didn’t go that way. After the
second year, Wood’s friend, Jack Croft,
from Dixie College called him from Las
Vegas and invited him to work at the
Shark Club. Wood said when he got there,
he and Croft were hired as bouncers for
the United States No. 1 dance club.
While there, Wood said he had the
opportunity to meet Clint Eastwood and
be his bodyguard, as well as Sylvester
Stallone, Evander Holyfield, Sean Penn
and other big-name actors who passed
through the club.
During his two years working in Las
Vegas, Wood said part of the reason he
went to pursue the “whole bag of tricks”
in Hollywood was after standing with Clint Eastwood for three
hours in the club.
Wood said his idea of theater was different before he met
Eastwood and Stallone.
He said, “Theater wasn’t so theater. It was OK for a macho

guy to be in theater.”
After meeting those actors Wood said he “packed up Vegas.”
At age 22, Wood’s career started with playing a cop in the
movie “Fatherhood” and stunt doubling for Patrick Swayze.
He said later on in his career while he was working out at
the gym a guy told him about the need for an arm double in
the television show “Threshold.” When Wood arrived on set,
he met retired Marine Matt Sigloch who would move to different movie sets with his comrades to do television shows and
movie stunts. Sigloch began taking Wood out with the U.S.
Marines to do stunts.
Wood said they did a lot of stunts for a variety of different
shows including “CSI Miami,” “NCIS,” “ER” and many others. Wood explained that the marines have a program called
“stunts for less” and movie directors will hire them because
they can last a long time.
Wood said, “We could shoot a two-hour movie in a matter
of two days.”
In 2007, Wood had the opportunity to play a part in the
movie “The Bank Job” – not the one with Jason Stratham.
Director Brad Jurjens needed a guy to come out and play an FBI
agent. Before they began filming, Wood said Jurjens called him
and said the lead actor wasn’t going to show up, so Wood was
given the three-page-dialogue role.
Wood said he rehearsed a total of three times, and when
they filmed, Jurjens “was raving about it.” Once “The Bank
Job” was done, Jurjens called Wood to read a script that he
had made specifically for Wood. The script, originally called
“Shooter” and then changed to “Hired
Gun,” would make Wood the star of
the show with Michael Madson as a costar.
“I am a movie star, and a movie star
with Michael Madson bona fides me as
a movie star,” Wood said.
In “Hired Gun,” Wood plays Chad,
who is, as Wood said, “an ex-marine
that spun out.” He plays the bad guy,
yet he does he right thing and saves a
city from being destroyed.
“‘Hired Gun’ is definitely a marketing tool for me,” he said.
Wood said there is talk of doing
a sequel for “Hired Gun,” but there
is also talk about Wood having the
opportunity acting in “Mad Max 4.”
“I’m praying for ‘Mad Max 4,’”
Wood said.
After “Hired Gun,” Wood moved
back to Logan with his wife, Christina,
his 2-year-old daughter, Alessandra,
and his baby girl, Christiana. Wood
said he felt it was time to move back to where he had family
and friends as he waits to see what will happen with his career.
Wood said he is currently at USU trying to finish his bachelor’s in theater.
Wood said it isn’t easy. He said before he was in the movie

USU STUDENT SHANE WOOD during production of
“Hired Gun,” his latest theatrical release. Wood started his career
playing a cop in the movie “Fatherhood” and stunt doubling for
Patrick Swayze. Wood is currently finishing his bachelor’s degree in
theater. photo courtesy TAVIX PICTURES

industry he was a gym fanatic who spent a total of four hours
daily in the gym. He said the shape he was in gave him the
ability to keep up with the U.S. Marines and get the stunt doubling in the shows.
For those pursuing a movie career, Woods spoke from experience saying, “The competition is going to be fierce. So keep
your chin up and don’t let little things get you down. Because
there will be a lot of rejection and doors shut in your face. It’s
luck where opportunity meets preparation. If you have done
some preparation than you will be ready for it, and you can
impress somebody with what you are going to do.“
– cassi.joe.cline@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Living the Sharp life
Professor brings foreign
experience to USU
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“I came down the steps of the plane, tripped and fell on
national television,” said professor Steve Sharp of his experience
as a hostage escort in the Iran Contra Affair. “It was my 15 minutes of fame. I was on the front page of The New York Times, and
I appeared on CNN just because I was attached to the story.”
Sharp traveled all over the world, living in Saudi Arabia,
Damascus and Syria as an intelligence officer for the Army.
“At that time one of the methods of fighting involved kidnapping hostages,” he said.
The actions that followed led to what is known as the Iran
Contra Affair. In a complex series of trades, the United States
supplied a group of Iranians with weapons in exchange for hostages in Lebanon.
“The U.S. government claimed they would never deal with terrorists but they were selling firearms to Iran and soon there after
the American hostages were released,” Sharp said.
Sharp was chosen to escort the men to safe ground, but his
moment of fame was short lived, the journey to such a responsibility was not.
Growing up in a military home, Sharp graduated from high
school in Germany and came to Utah to attend Brigham Young
University. While he enjoyed his time down south Sharp said he
was glad of his decision to transfer to USU.
“I happily transferred to Utah State where I received an excellent educational experience,” he said
He continued at USU to earn a master’s in political science. He
began in the United States Information Agency where he worked
with both foreign and domestic press and media exchanges.
“We were the propaganda boys,” he said. “It was our job to
reach out to the population so they could get to know the real
America, not just what they see in movies.”
Working with foreign services was an ideal opportunity for
Sharp.
“I had a passion for learning and instead of me paying a
university to learn, they paid me to study Arabic while living
abroad,” he said.
Sharp’s job in foreign services led him to his role in the Iran
Contra Affair, but the continuous movement became hard on his
young children, who had to start over with each move. He and his
wife eventually decided their family needed more stability and he
has been at USU ever since, where he took a counselor job in the
Financial Aid Center.
“There wasn’t much of a demand for Arabic speakers,” Sharp
said.
He now works as director of the Financial Aid Department
and teaches American government and comparative politics as an
adjunct professor.
“There is nothing better than seeing a student understand
a new concept,” Sharp said of his teaching opportunities.
“Comparative politics is a great class,” It’s a terrifically fun subject
and I have a great class of bright and engaged students. We get
students from all over campus in the polysci department, which
gives us wide-ranging perspectives. Not many American’s have
thought deeply about other politics.”
Sharp said many Americans carry the “best in the world” view
of international politics, thinking American ideas are superior.
“My hope is that by the end of the class my students realize
that kind of attitude doesn’t help us or the rest of the world,” he

STEVE SHARP BEGAN in the United States Information Agency
where he worked with both foreign and domestic press and media
exchanges. TYLER LARSON photo

said. “Teaching lies closer to the passions of my heart, there is a
satisfaction in leading a talented group of people. Three-fourths
of the students at Utah State come through our office.”
Last year, Sharp said the office was able to award $90 million
to students, mostly through federal grants.
Sharp has been working hard to improve the accessibility and
ease of working with his office since his introduction, and based
on surveys his department conducts, it seems to be working.
“In my opinion we’re the best Financial Aid Office in the state
and maybe in the region or even the country,” he said.
While Sharp said he admits applying for financial aid is still “a
maddening process with stupid rules” because of its federal ties,
his office works to help students “focus on school not financial
aid” through personal phone calls and prompt e-mails.
Sharp’s ambitious personality led him not only to success in
his professional career but also carried over to his personal life.
Sharp built his own house and he said he went through a temporary insanity.
“USU doesn’t pay a luxurious salary and my wife wanted to
live closer to her parents so building it myself was the only way to
afford it,” he said.
While Sharp acknowledged it was a good experience he admits
he would never do it again, saying it took five years of his life.
And though he had the help of his teenage sons as free labor he
said it was an awful lot of manual labor.
Similarly, in his professional life, Sharp’s unconventionality
has led to trip ups and falls but as with the accomplishment of his
home, it has all been worth it.
– jen.millet@aggiemail.usu.edu

Aggies around the world
Eye-opening experiences in Japan
The flight was some 12 hours long. I’d
gotten to know the girl sitting next to me:
She was returning to Japan from vacation.
I was a contradiction of excitement and
nervousness as the plane neared landing. I
said to her, “I bet when we arrive, I’m going
to pull something stupid and offend someone.”
Later, I would be surprised to find my
prophecy come true inside a train, as was
the girl whom I seem to have sexually
harassed.
My rolling pack tipped over when I
clumsily pulled out documents from my
pack. Horrified, I found the handle of the
pack on a female passenger’s buttocks.
I quickly pulled it back
but perhaps
too quickly.
When she turned
around, the closest
thing to her butt was
my hand. My face
grew hot with embarrassment. I thought she was
somehow burning the word
“Pervert” onto my forehead with
the glare she gave me.
Train groping is a considerable problem
in Japan – there are individual carts designated to women and children during peak
hours. It is in all my sadness to say that the
first offense I committed in Japan was a
pseudo-grope.
After that I was picked up by my friend,
with whom I would stay with until fall
semester began at Kobe University. We
took an hour-long bus ride to Sannomiya
district, a transportation hub in Kobe.
Immediately, I could feel the social atmosphere. Everyone seemed to move fast, like
they all had some deadline to meet. To-be
passengers would suddenly pick up their
pace, or even start jogging at the sound of
an arriving train.

Yet, no one lacked common courtesy or
politeness. It was like everyone understood
each other’s need to be somewhere at
some time and so stood on the right side of
the escalator if they were to remain idle or
quickly apologize, with just as quick a forgiving response from the other side, when
causing someone an inconvenience.
While we dragged our cumbersome
luggage through the busy streets, yellow
squares in the sidewalk irritated me, as
they had lines of protrusions
that made difficulty for
navigating the heavy
luggage.
My friend
later explained to me
that those were lined
throughout all the
main streets as means
of navigation for the
blind.
At
crosswalks,
some 20-30 people
would face 20 -30
people on the other
side, buzzing to cross.
When the lights were
just about to change, everyone shifted at
once as if getting ready to sprint across.
They didn’t sprint.
But they did pour out into the road like
a flashflood. I was suddenly reminded of
scenes of wildebeests crossing rivers from
the Discovery Channel.
Busy streets eventually became distant
as we walked into small neighborhoods,
where normally only one car could pass,
but that is not much a problem for the
many compact cars in Japan.

Hsin Wang is an English major with an
emphasis in technical writing and is a part
of the USU Study Abroad program.
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Green: Building meets environmental standards
-continued from page 5
individuals may notice the strategically
center.org.
oriented south-facing windows which
The Web site describes the resourcelet in low-angled winter sunlight; in
saving features of The Utah House as
the summer, the wings shade the buildwell, which are perhaps more applicable
ing from the higher-angled sun.A 24to the average citizen. Many of the green
inch thick Trombe wall, named for the
features are ones people can bring to
Frenchman who
their homes,
developed it in
minimizing
“The biggest thing that a
1956, absorbs
the energy and
the free energy
water usage and
student can do is to make
and radiates
waste.
themself aware. There are
heat throughIn January
some great things happening 2007, USU
out the rest of
the space, well
President Stan
on this campus that you can
past daylight
Albrecht signed
be apart of that really make
hours. A picthe American
a difference.”
turesque metal
College and
wall mural,
University
commissioned
– Mike Dietz, USU assistant professor Presidents’
by renowned a
Climate
and director of The Utah House Commitment.
local artist and
USU associate
This established
professor of
USU among the
graphic design, Bob Winward, depicts
first schools in the nation as voicing a
the wetland’s ecosystem, specific to the
commitment to reducing its carbon footlocal flora and fauna.
print, with the aim of achieving climate
Mulford said there is an accessible
neutrality. Having buildings that use
restroom that includes a shower. Mulford minimal amounts of resources goes a
said not only does WDP exhibit sustainlong way toward realizing this commitable building practices but also impacts
ment.
how people use the building.
Anderson said WDP uses at least 65
“So instead of driving a car to work,
percent less energy than a traditional
an employee can ride his or her bike,” he
building and with the pending purchase
said.
of additional solar panels, it is expected
There is also a mechanical room,
to use little to no electricity from the
which is a maze of pipes and pumps,
power grid. He said to further reduce carwhirring and hissing. Dave Anderson,
bon emissions, USU encourages students,
director of UBC, is able to monitor and
faculty and the public to utilize mass
adjust mechanical functions from his
transit, carpool or ride bikes to campus
campus office in Logan. The building’s
and to also recycle as much waste as posspace-age automated lights sense somesible. The Facilities department is actively
one entering a room and turn themselves engaged in making improvements to the
on. Louvered windows open and close to
university’s grounds and buildings to
create a healthy air flow. A tracking solar support this commitment. He said not
collecting panel follows the direction of
only does USU participate in lessening its
the sun throughout the day to maximize
impact on the environment, but it proits capture of the free energy.
motes this vision as one that others can
Finishes in the building are made
take on.
out of recycled material, for instance
Utah has consistently grown year after
the counter in the bathroom is called
year, and all of its inhabitants rely on the
Paperstone, made of recycled paper prod- same amount of finite resources, which
ucts. Carpets are made from recycled
people must also share with their native
plastic bottles. Compact fluorescent light wildlife.
bulbs are in every lighting fixture and all
Anderson said, “Population projecof the appliances are Energy Star rated
tions for the future are significant and
and in the Utah House. There are many
that means a higher demand on the
other eco-friendly features, for more
resources we have. We can’t just stick our
information go to www.utahbotanicalheads in the sand and say we don’t want

anybody else to move here.”
Fortunately, Anderson said many
great minds at USU are working with
public and private enterprises to solve the
issues. WDP is specifically focused on
effectively managing waterways and the
lands that immediately surround them.
“This is a very limited resource in the
desert climate of Utah.”
Mike Dietz, USU assistant professor, and director of The Utah House, is
conducting research at the UBC ponds
on water quality and the impact citizens
have on it. His research and that of
others will ensure safe, clean water for
residents, birds, fishes, bugs and plants.
Dietz is also a member of the Sustainable
Council at USU, chaired by College of
Natural Resources Dean Nat Frazer, and
he said he encourages students to join
the Student Engagement Committee that
works along with the council.
“The biggest thing that a student can
do is to make themself aware. There are
some great things happening on this
campus that you can be apart of that
really make a difference,” Dietz said.
WDP fulfills all three main intentions
of the UBC: to conserve resources, to provide entertainment and recreation and
to educate through demonstration and
research.
– tam.r@aggiemail.usu.edu

Perfect
Partner
Let us
help plan
your big day

You Best Choice for
Wedding Invitations & paper goods
630 West 200 North
753-8875

Want to make a
difference for our
environment? Participate in
one of the following
opportunities today:
Aggie Recyclers
ECOS – Environmental Coalition of
Students
Student Organic Farm
Student Organization of Society and
Natural Resources
Sustainability Council - Student
Engagement Committee
The Wildlife Society

MON, OCT 5

ALL DAY - CNR Graduate & Undergraduate Research Posters Display,
Sunburst/International Lounge;
9.00AM to 11.00AM - Loggers Breakfast with Pancake Eating Contest,
TSC Patio. Pancake Eating Contest starts at
10.20AM, Prizes;
7.00PM - Movie Night, TSC Auditorium.
Sponsored by The Berryman Institute & The Quinney Natural
Resources Library.

TUES, OCT 6

THURS, OCT 8

8.00AM to 4.30PM - “Potential Carbon Markets & Utah Agriculture: An
Assessment of Opportunities”, Eccles Conference
Center, FREE to students;
7.00PM - Night in Logan Canyon with recently retired CNR professor Fred
Provenza, Malibu Campsite, Logan
Canyon, Carpooling encouraged, Bring your lawn chairs & s’more
sticks! S’mores will be provided.

FRI, OCT 9

10.00AM to 2.00PM - Day on the Quad, Quad.
State & Federal Agencies with interactive booths &
services associated with Natural Resources.

10.00AM to 5.00PM - Geocaching Treasure Hunt, to participate meet in
NR 120, PRIZES;
7.00PM - “Reduce, Reuse, Rock” concert, sponsored by USU Aggie Recyclers,
Old Main Ampitheater.

WED, OCT 7

SAT, OCT 10

11.00AM to 1.00PM - Steve Curwood, host of “Living on Earth”, a nationally
syndicated NPR porgram, will speak to
the student body & USU community on issues
pertaining to our natural world, TSC Ballroom.

8.00AM to 12.00PM - Day of Community Service at Stokes Nature Center:
Willow planting for bank stabilization on the Little
Bear River, Meet at 8AM at University Inn, Meals
provided by Old Gristmill.
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VOLLEYBALL

Aggies rally for first WAC win
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

Utah State women’s volleyball team
surged back after losing the opening two
sets, winning three straight to beat Boise
State Saturday night inside the Dee Glen
Smith Spectrum (22-25, 24-26, 25-21, 25-20,
15-13).
With the win the Aggies now even their
WAC record at 2-2 and improve their overall
record 10-6. The Broncos fell to 1-3 in WAC
play and 1-13 on the season.
“I think our team tends to looks at a
team’s record and kind of underestimates
them,” said fourth year USU head coach
Grayson DuBose. “Boise State is a much
better team than their record indicates and
I think we did underestimate them and that
does bother me as a coach.”
The Aggies looked flat for the first two
sets allowing the Broncos free reign to hit
a .277 percentage (31-11-72) while hitting a
.236 percentage (27-10-72).
The first set was all Boise State who took
the lead quickly and never gave it away – at
one point they led by seven points. The

Aggies were able to close the gap near the
end of the set, but the Broncos held out for a
23-25 win.
The second set was a close match
with the two teams going point-for-point
throughout. The largest lead for the Aggies
came off a Danielle Taylor kill to put the
score at 11-8. BSU was able to fight back to
win the set 26-24. The Aggies out hit the
Broncos .297 (16-5-37) to .289 (12-6-38) in
the set but still lost.
Boise State, who had only won nine of its
total 47 sets this season, was proving to be a
much tougher opponent than expected.
It was do or die for the Aggies who
needed to win the next three straight sets
to win. Coming out of the locker room for
the third set USU began looking more like
itself, starting out with a vengeful kill by Liz
McArthur. While the Aggies pulled away
early, BSU didn’t give up, fighting back from
as many as six points down. The set ended
with a block by Emily Kortsen and Shantell
Durrant followed by a kill error from Boise
State’s leading killer Sadie Maughan for a

- See RALLY, page 12

Volleyball
THURSDAY OCT. 8
SATURDAY OCT. 10
USU at Nevada, 8 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
FRIDAY OCT. 9
USU at Boise State, 4 p.m.

SUNDAY OCT. 11
USU at Idaho, 2 p.m.

Football
SATURDAY OCT. 10
USU at New Mexico State, 6 p.m.

Cross Country
performs well
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

EMILY KORTSEN, 12, Chelsea Fowles, 2, and Shantell Durant, 21, go for
a block against Boise State in USU’s comeback win. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

JUNIOR QB DIONDRE BOREL, 12, tries to elude a pair of Cougar defenders during the Aggies’ game against BYU Friday night. Borel had a good game through the
air and on the ground, but the Aggie offense struggled as whole as USU fell to 35-17 on the road. PATRICK ODEN photo

Offense sputters in loss

The struggling USU defense forced BYU to
fumble on the Cougars first series of the game,
and for the fourth time in as many games the
Aggie offense drove down the field and scored on
its first possession, giving USU a 7-0 lead. Things
unraveled from there for the Ags though, as the
offense struggled for much of the rest of the
game.
Miscues and the inability to execute at key
moments once again hurt the Aggies as they fell
to the 20th ranked Cougars for the 10th consecutive time. The biggest miscue of the game for the
Aggies may have come just before halftime.
Trailing the heavily favored Cougars only 14-7,
USU forced them to punt near the end of the second quarter. With less than a minute to play in
the half, with two timeouts remaining, the Aggie
offense began to move to ball down the field.
However, on second and one from their own

AggieSchedules
USU at Fresno State, 8 p.m.

GAME 4: BYU 35, USU 17

By TIM OLSEN
sports editor

TouchBase

31, the Aggies turned the ball over on a botched
pitch between junior quarterback Diondre Borel
and wide receiver Stanley Morrison. That mistake gave BYU a first down at the USU 29-yard
line with 39 seconds remaining in the quarter.
Two plays later the Aggies found themselves at
the bottom end of a 14-point deficit, heading into
the locker room down 21-7.
“That was real tough. We shot ourselves in the
foot before half,” said USU sophomore linebacker
Bobby Wagner. “If they didn’t score that touchdown I think it would’ve been a different game,
but we still shot ourselves in the foot in the second half, we can’t just go off that one play.”
Though that was the Aggies only turnover of
the night, it was certainly not USU’s only flaw
in the execution department. On multiple occasions, the Utah State offense was able to move the
ball into – or was given the ball in – Cougar territory only to stall and punt the ball back to BYU.
“In the first half we had two or three drives …
when we’re across the 50 and we stall out,” said

USU head coach Gary Andersen. “BYU made a
couple drives in those situations and finished
them and we were unable to finish them, and
that’s what made the game get to the score it was
there in the fourth quarter.”
USU also struggled to convert Cougar miscues
– specifically those made by senior quarterback
Max Hall – into positive momentum. Twice in
the second half the Aggie defense intercepted
Hall who is leading the nation with 10 INTs, but
USU was only able to muster three points off
those turnovers.
Despite Utah State’s struggles, the Aggies still
had a chance to make a game of it in the fourth
quarter. After turning one of Hall’s interceptions
into a field goal late in the third quarter, USU
only trailed the Cougars by 11 heading into the
final period.

- See SPUTTERS, page 12

Utah State’s men’s and
women’s cross country
teams traveled to South
Bend, Indiana over the
weekend to compete in the
54th Annual Notre Dame
Invitational, an event that
hosted 17 ranked teams
from around the country.
The men’s team took
ninth overall, outrunning
host Notre Dame, who
placed 16th, and a sleuth of
others. The women’s team
finished in 21st place for the
second year in a row.
The top male finisher
for the Aggies for the thirdstraight time this year was
sophomore Brian McKenna
who placed 24th overall in
the 8k race with a time of
24:19. Showing the strength
of the field, although he
only finished 28 seconds
behind McKenna, senior
Jason Holt finished 27 places back in 51st. One second
behind Holt was freshman
Daniel Howell for 53rd place
(24:48).
The top Aggie woman
finisher for the second consecutive race, sophomore
Jessi Chugg, finished the 5k
race in 18:26 for 121st place.
According to Norte
Dame’s Web site, a total of
47 schools were represented
by at least one of their men’s
and women’s teams.
Highlighting the men’s field
were No. 11 Tulsa, No. 15
Providence, No. 20 Butler,
No. 22 Washington, No. 24
New Mexico, No. 28 Notre
Dame and No. 30 Princeton.
For the women’s side, No. 1
Washington, No. 3 Florida
State, No. 6 Princeton,
No. 12 Providence, No.
13 Arizona State, No. 15
Florida, No. 22 Penn State,
No. 24 Notre Dame, No.
25 New Mexico and No. 27
Rice were featured in the
field.
Five of the Aggie women
finished in a pack within
13 positions of each other,
led by senior Erin Stratton
in 125th (18:30), freshman
Alex Litzsinger in 126th
(18:31), juniors Kim Quinn
in 130th (18:35), Alicia Holt
in 136th (18:39) and junior
Justine Baugh for 138th
place (18:39).
For the men, Steve
Strickland finished in 60th
place (24:52), sophomore
Steve Atkinson in 68th
(24:57), junior Eric Larson
in 97th place (25:17), junior
Nick Bolinder in 141st
(26:03), junior Chio Lopez
in 146th (26:10) and junior
Casey Snider in 155th
(26:20).
The University of
Washington took first for
the men’s side followed by
Providence College and New
Mexico. Washington also
took first for the women’s
side.
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CLUB BASEBALL

USU takes 2-of-3 from
Gate City Mavericks
By DAN FAWSON
staff writer

On what was undoubtedly the coldest night
of the young fall season, the Aggie bats caught
fire early as USU cruised to a dominating 16-0
victory over the Gate City Mavericks.
“We were finally selective at the plate,”
said head coach Brett Al-amari, who has been
preaching patience to his hitters all season. “We
finally realized that you get three strikes for a
reason. We were just selective and waited for
pitches in the zone to hit and stayed aggressive
the whole time even though we were being selective.”
First baseman Erik Swensen got things
started for Utah State with an RBI single in the
first inning, effectively opening the floodgates
in a rout, which would see the Aggies score consistently from start to finish.
The Aggies tacked on two more runs in the
second inning, highlighted by the first of left
fielder Kelden Peterson’s two RBI-doubles. In
his best performance of the season, Peterson
went 3-for-5 at the plate, leading the team with 4
RBIs.
USU followed with runs in the fourth, fifth
and seventh innings, before closing the game
with a six-run eighth inning, which saw 11
Aggie batters come to the plate. The Aggies tallied 15 total hits and had at least one runner
reach base in all but one inning.
For the second outing in a row, Ryan Doyle’s
dominant pitching was somewhat overshadowed by a strong offensive performance. Doyle
complemented the offense’s best performance
of the season with arguably his finest, as well,
striking out an astounding 15 batters on his way
to a complete game shutout.
Al-amari said the key to his star pitcher’s success was being able to consistently get ahead in
the count and control opposing at-bats.
“He just did a really good job of getting strike
one,” Al-amari said. “He threw probably 90 to
95 percent fastballs for strike one and just got
ahead of hitters and made it so that he was able
to work in his changeup and his curveball. He
was just fortunate to keep them off balance the
entire game.”

Commenting on the importance of getting
ahead in the count, Doyle said he worked to get
two strikes on each batter.
“Once that happens you’re basically in control when you’re a pitcher,” he said.
Despite his masterful performance, Doyle
had no problem sharing the spotlight with his
offense.
“Anytime the offense scores a lot of runs
you don’t really have any pressure as a pitcher,”
Doyle said. “You can have confidence to go right
at batters, not worrying about if they’re going to
hit it.”
Doyle said he believes Friday night’s victory
was the team’s most complete game of the season, while also noting the team played the game
a little shorthanded.
“It’s even more impressive considering we’re
missing a couple of our starters who weren’t
here tonight,” he said. “(Brad) Singer wasn’t
here, Gavin Johnson wasn’t here – definitely our
most complete game.”
Saturday Doubleheader
Saturday was the same teams, different story.
After exploding for a season-high 16 runs
the previous night, the Aggies dropped the first
game of their Saturday doubleheader against the
Gate City Mavericks, 2-1.
Behind both the pitching and hitting of Josh
Rice, the Mavericks quieted what had been a
streaking Aggie offense. Shaking off some early
control issues, Rice struck out seven batters and
was consistently able to silence potential Aggie
rallies. He stole the show at the plate, as well.
Trailing 1-0 in the top of the fifth inning,
Rice helped his cause with a lead off home run
to right field. The Mavericks followed with the
go-ahead run two batters later, giving Rice all
the support he would need in shutting down the
Aggies.
The Aggies were first to get on the board
when shortstop Zack Gunn came home from
third base on a wild pitch in the second inning,
giving Utah State an early 1-0 lead. Momentum
would soon be lost, though, as Gunn and his
teammates were unable to capitalize on a number of opportunities to build on the early advantage.
The Aggies stranded runners in scoring posi-

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Ags lose first WAC
game since 2007
into the net.
“We limited them a lot besides that,” Cairns
said.
In the last meeting between the two teams,
In their first conference game of the season,
Utah State beat the Wolf Pack 4-3 and went on
the Utah State Aggies fell 1-0 on the road against to become the 2008 conference champions as
their longtime rivals, the Nevada Wolf Pack,
well as receiving first place in this year’s WAC
Sunday.
preseason coaches poll. However, the Aggies have
The Aggies came out aggressively, outshootonly won one out of five games on the road this
ing Nevada 7-3 in the first half, but the Wolf
season and have struggled to keep the opposing
Pack would be the only ones in the game to score team scoreless throughout an entire game.
a goal, and that came midway through the 36th
“I’m not concerned with that,” Cairns said. “I
minute.
have to say that for 90 minutes we played with
“This is probably the first time this year that
energy, we played with courage. It was really
we’ve had a
one of those
loss and just
days where we
felt like we
couldn’t get the
played well
ball to drop to
and didn’t
save our lives.
need to fix a
I thought we
lot of things,”
played a solid
said USU head
game on the
coach Heather
road, and in
Cairns. “But as
order to win in
far as putting
the WAC and
the ball in the
qualify for the
back of the net,
tournament,
we couldn’t
you have to proget the ball to
tect your home
drop today.”
field and you
The Aggies
have to steal
(5-7-1) had a
some points
number of
away from peochances to
ple on the road,
score throughwhich isn’t an
out the game,
easy thing to
including a
do.”
shot from
The Aggies
UTAH STATE PLAYERS Shantel Flanary, 7, and Chandra
junior forSalmon, 33, collide with an Idaho State player. PATRICK ODEN photo are on the road
ward Lauren
again for both
Hansen that hit the cross bar, a shot from junior
games next weekend as they play at Boise State
midfielder Heather Pond that hit the cross bar,
and at the University of Idaho. Cairns said Idaho
and a near perfect cross from freshman forward
has been getting good results this year even
Rachel Feuz to sophomore forward Shantel
though its record doesn’t show it, and Boise State
Flanary that just barely missed the upper 90.
games are always very physical and highly con“We had a ton of chances today,” Cairns said.
tested.
“We got the ball in our opponent’s box a lot in
“When you play the defending champions,
dangerous spots, and we had a lot of opportunieveryone is going to have a little more spring in
ties today and we were just unfortunate in not
their step and a little more determination, and
getting the ball to drop.”
we’re just going to have to deal with that,” Cairns
The goal scored by Nevada came off of a forsaid. “We control our own destiny, we’re not
tunate half chance, in which the Nevada player
going to let other teams control our destiny.”
kicked it with the outside of her foot, causing an
– steven.crass@aggiemail.usu.edu
awkward bend on the ball that allowed it to go
By STEVE CRASS
staff writer

USU’S BRAD SINGER slides into home plate during the Aggies’ game against Gate City Saturday.
The Ags won 2-of-3 against the Mavericks during the weekend series. CODY GOCHNOUR photo

tion in each remaining inning, with the final
stanza being particularly disappointing.
Gunn led off the final inning with a double,
which came up agonizingly short of clearing the
fence in right field. After Doyle, who was playing first base, followed by moving Gunn to third
on a groundout to Rice, neither of the Aggies
remaining hitters were able to bring Gunn
home and tie up the game.
Al-amari said he felt the top half of his order
was being over aggressive, seemingly forgetting
the patient, selective approach that had served
the team so well the previous night.
“We were swinging at the first two pitches of
every at-bat,” Al-amari said. “It seemed like we
were popping a lot of balls up rather than sitting
back and waiting for a good pitch to hit.
After an anemic offensive showing earlier
in the day, the Aggies won game two of their
Saturday doubleheader in convincing fashion,
cruising past the Mavericks, 9-0. The win concluded what was undoubtedly the Aggies’ best
weekend series of the fall season.
“We’ve played a few weekends now, and we’ve
got a pretty good idea of where everyone is on
the team,” said Gunn. “Everyone’s got their fair
share of at-bats, so it was just a matter of time
before we put it together.”
Unlike Friday’s offensive performance, which
was consistent from start to finish, the Aggies
seemed to carry some of Saturday’s earlier offensive struggles with them into game two, waiting
until late in the game before finally taking con-

trol.
Entrenched in a scoreless pitcher’s duel going
into the bottom of the fifth inning, the Aggies
finally broke through behind an RBI double off
the bat of center fielder Dallin Christensen. The
Aggies seized momentum, putting six runs on
the board, capped off by Gunn’s two-run homer
to left field. Gunn finished the day going 3-for-4
at the plate, with a game-high three RBI’s.
While the Aggie bats stole much of the weekend spotlight, starting pitcher Cody Ferguson
quietly helped the team cap off what may have
actually been a more impressive pitching and
defensive performance.
En route to earning the victory, Ferguson
pitched eight scoreless innings, allowing only
three hits and striking out five Maverick batters. Despite his solid performance, however,
Ferguson insists much of the credit belongs to
the people playing behind him.
Speaking about an improving Utah State
defense that struggled with errors last weekend
Ferguson said, “I don’t usually get a lot of strikeouts, so I rely on them to get outs for me.”
Gunn echoed Ferguson’s praise of the
defense.
“I think the biggest thing for us is how our
defense is playing,” he said. “I think we made
(only) a couple of errors this entire weekend,
which was the most positive thing.”
– majerusforpresident@yahoo.com
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Thanks to those who help
pay for our education
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Catherine Meidell

I

t’s no secret that rising tuition costs feel heavy
in the pockets of students. It’s a common gripe
that tuition is becoming too much of a burden
to handle. The thing students need to realize is the
cost of tuition is tiny in the grand scheme of the
cost of education.
Tonya Davis, Student Giving adviser, said USU
students only pay for 13 percent of their college
education through tuition. The news is familiar
with 13 percent.
Only 13 percent of all TV households watched
Obama’s hour-long speech about health care in
September, according to The Atlantic.
By closing Utah state offices on Fridays, creating a four-day work-week program, those buildings use 13 percent less energy, according to The
Associate Press.
Only 13 percent of contributors to Wikipedia
are women, according to The Wall Street Journal.
In the broad scope of things, 13 percent really
isn’t a high figure.
So yes, tuition costs are rising and it’s painful for
a college student’s wallet. However, consider the
fact that there’s still 87 percent of the cost that isn’t
paid by tuition. Imagine having that cost tacked
onto tuition. Hallelujah for private donors and
state-higher-education money, which takes care
of that 87 percent.
According to the Campaign for Utah State
University’s Web site, thousands of students
receive “an extraordinary education” at USU, and
“many of these students can attribute a part of
their success to the generosity of individuals who
believed in the power of education.
“We look to our dedicated friends and future
supporters to join with us in assuring access and
opportunity to future generations of students,” it
states.
The USU campaign looks for about $400
million in private donations, the Web site states.
Each USU college, distance campus and program
looks for donors “in order to attract gifts dedicated to undergraduate scholarship support, graduate fellowship support, faculty support, program
support, facility enhancement and unrestricted
funds,” it states.
Scholarships. Fellowship support. Faculty. Better
facilities. Utah State University sure has a lot of
reasons to give thanks to outside donors.
Unfortunately, it is unrealistic to think students
could personally thank each person who makes
a donation. Students can, however, participate
in Tuition Freedom Day this week to give their
thanks. During the Thank-a-Thon Tuesday and
Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the TSC, students
can write thank-you notes to donors.
Show your gratitude, Utah State. Get involved
and write a thank-you note to those donors whose
contributions make your education at USU a possibility.

Senate climate bill

A

fter months of meetings, Sens. John Kerry, D-Mass., and
Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., released their long-awaited climate
bill with great fanfare. But missing from the 800-page Clean
Energy Jobs and American Power Act is a cap-and-trade system.
That’s disappointing, since Boxer announced earlier this year that
the Environment and Public Works Committee would start from
scratch on devising a system of capping greenhouse gas emissions
and issuing a declining number of pollution allowances to covered
industries. Instead, she and Kerry released a bill that is being called
a starting point.
There are a number of pollution-reduction measures in the
Kerry-Boxer bill, but the hallmark of the Clean Energy Jobs and
American Power Act is that it has a stronger cap on greenhouse
gas emissions than the Waxman-Markey bill that the House passed
this spring. By 2020, there must be a 20 percent reduction below
2005 levels. The House measure calls for a 17 percent reduction
over the same period. Unlike Waxman-Markey, the Senate legislation maintains the Environmental Protection Agency’s authority
over issuing permits to coal-fired power plants. There are programs
for retraining and assistance for those who want to work in the
emerging clean-energy economy. The bill also mandates a report
on the efforts made by other major emitting nations, such as China
and India, to reduce their pollution.
But in addressing global warming, the hard part is the cap-andtrade system. Kerry told us Wednesday that work on that is being
left to the Senate Finance Committee, which, of course, is slogging
through hundreds of amendments on health insurance reform.
Because this pollution-reduction regime would fundamentally
change the U.S. economy, the debate will pit politicians, regions
and industries against one another in a fight for self-preservation.
As we saw with Waxman-Markey, it will neither be pretty nor go
quickly. Despite the obvious calendar crunch, Kerry, who is also
on the Finance Committee, is confident that a cap-and-trade bill
could be voted on in time for the Kyoto II climate negotiations in
Copenhagen in December. We’re not nearly so sure.
This column first appeared in the Oct. 1 edition of The Washington
Post
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Unenlightened

I

f a philosophy department is eliminated
from a college and no one raises a voice
in protest, did it ever actually exist?
There have been many departments and
majors that have suffered a cruel fate under
the alleged budget crisis that Utah State
University is supposedly suffering through.
We all know at least one professor who has
been asked to
retire early.
We all look
at Banner and
find the choices for classes
Re-Entry Thoughts
noticeably
thinner than they were a year ago. The philosophy department may not be as bad off
as other majors or departments. However,
no subject on a college campus is so embedded in the tradition of a university education
as is philosophy.
From ancient Greece to the first modern university in Bologna, Italy, philosophy
has been the cornerstone for a university
education. Arguing logic, epistemology and
rhetoric was considered essential for an elite
mind. And while USU most likely has no
plans to eliminate this from the curriculum, it
certainly does not seem to care that the lack
of philosophy available to students denies
them an essential part of the traditional college experience.
At the start of this semester, only three
philosophy professors are teaching classes
at USU. Two of them are tenured. The third
tenured professor is on sabbatical. Given the
size of USU, that is meager. Most schools
of our size and stature easily reach double
digits in tenured professors. What makes
this more embarrassing is that a look at
BYU’s philosophy Web site reveals 10 fulltime professors, six part-time professors and
seven professors emeritus. This is a school
whose standing creed is, “When the Prophet
speaks, the debate ends.” Yet, they are fully
staffed in a subject they really do not want
their students to actively engage in. Lunacy.
Please, do not think that my lament about
the quantity of philosophy professors and
classes at USU is an indictment of the quality
we are fortunate to have in Logan. The two
tenured professors teaching this semester
are incredible men who I strongly recommend my fellow Aggies seek when making
a schedule. Charlie Huenemann is the Zen
Humanist whose classes are more like 20
people sitting around a campfire. The greatest thing about being in Huenemann’s class

Unconventional
Wisdom

P

is that no philosophical subject is too mundane or horribly confusing that his sly humor
can’t deconstruct it into layman’s terms. If
you do not find Huenemann’s classes fun
and involving, my suggestion to you is to
consider trade school.
And then there is Richard Sherlock, a man
whose quirky brilliance needs to be seen in
full-living color and three dimensions to be
fully appreciated. Personally, I do not fear
God. What I do fear is explaining to professor Sherlock why I do not fear God. If you go
into Sherlock’s class with half an argument,
you leave it with half your pride. His grasp
of philosophical principles and the speed in
which he lays out the discussions has made
me nickname his classes “The Fastest Fifty
Minutes in Utah.”
One of the main arguments against philosophy’s relevance to a university education is
philosophy majors themselves. The standing
stereotype suggests that philosophy majors
are unshaven atheists who look like Comic
Book Guy from “The Simpsons” and generally sneer at everyone around them. Yeah,
OK, that is for the most part true. But, you
have to admit, Comic Book Guy is one of
the funniest characters in the show. You
wouldn’t kill him off for being irrelevant – so
why eliminate philosophy?
The detractors will tell me this university is
broke. That the money simply is not there to
fund much of anything, no less philosophy.
Well, consider this short list of things the
university wastes money on: free ice cream,
over watering the lawns, guest speakers who
perpetuate the myth of man-made global
warming, this column and a 20-win bonus
incentive to a basketball coach, whose nonconference schedule is filled with teams who
would struggle to take seventh place at the
Special Olympics.
The president of this university, the provost and the dean of HASS might help their
George W. Bush-esque popularity if they
started concentrating on providing more
classes to students, regardless of their proclamations of financial woe. Philosophy is not
an element of a university education, it is a
fundamental part of it. Fund it.
Harry Caines is a senior
re-entry student from
Philadelphia majoring in
interdisciplinary studies. Unconventional
Wisdom will appear every
Monday. Comments
can be made at
www.aggietownsquare.com or sent
to chiefsalsa@yahoo.

U.S. in need of shield law

resident Obama has
long said that he supports a law protecting
the relationship between
journalists and their sources.
But his administration’s latest
proposal hardly reflects that.
The language it has given the
Senate Judiciary Committee
belies the president’s stated
support for having judges
balance the public interest in
news gathering against the
need to compel disclosure
of a journalist’s sources.
The House passed its
version of the federal shield
bill in March with bipartisan
support and that of media
organizations,
including
The Washington Post Co.
In that measure, a journalist would be compelled to
reveal a confidential source
only under specified conditions, such as if disclosure
is needed to prevent death,
bodily harm or a terrorist

act. Disclosure would also
be required when investigators sought to identify a
person who leaked properly
classified information in a
manner that caused “significant and articulable” harm
to national security. But in all
cases, those seeking to compel disclosure would have to
exhaust all reasonable alternative sources of information and demonstrate that
the public interest in disclosing the source outweighed
the public interest in thorough news coverage.
By contrast, the administration’s proposal would
require courts in criminal
cases to order disclosure of
confidential sources as long
as the government makes
a reasonable claim that the
information is essential, that
it has exhausted reasonable
alternatives and that it complies with internal guidelines

for subpoenaing journalists.
The reporter must show
by “clear and convincing
evidence” that there are
“extraordinary circumstances” for protecting the identity of a source — a virtually
insurmountable burden. The
proposal also strips the court
of any opportunity to consider the public interest in
reporting on national security matters.
The administration insists
that its language is not
final. Indeed, negotiations
between the White House
and the Senate Judiciary
Committee are continuing. We urge them to keep
talking and come up with a
bill that is acceptable to all
sides.
This column first appeared
in the Oct. 4 edition of The
Washington Post

Web Editor

Karlie Brand

About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups – or more
than one individual
– must have a singular
representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification
information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
– no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.aggietownsquare.com for
more letter guidelines
and a box to submit
letters. (Link: About
Us.)

Online poll
It’s October and
Halloween candy is
already littering store
shelves. What are you
planning for a costume?
•

Superhero

•

Something historical

•

Cartoon character

•

Something scary

•

Whatever I can find
in my closet, the
dumpster or the DI

Visit us on the Web at
www.aggietownsquare.
com to cast your vote.

Views&Opinion
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Introducing you to ASUSU
John Rentschler IV
NR Senator

W

hat up USU Aggies, John M. Rentschler
IV at the helm representing as the College
of Natural Resources Undergraduate
Student Senator. Wow what a mouth full. As the
recently appointed ASUSU representative, I have
the esteemed pleasure of introducing y’all (I am
learning my Utahn vernacular) into the craziness I
call my life, as well as shining some light on some
of the roles and responsibilities of the senatorial
position.
Important items first, home for me is approximately 2,000 miles east of Logan, off of the
streets of one of western New York’s greatest
cities, Rochester; otherwise known as The Roc,
WHAT WHAT. On the real, the only streets I am
able to call home were safe and secure – Duxbury
Circle, a burbinite cul-de-sac where many a streethockey game was played – with lots of room to
partake in neighborhood adolescent mischief.
From the time I was 4 to about 22 I lived,
grew, developed and established myself in the
town of Victor or the immediate surrounding
area. Growing up in Victor allowed me to raise
my hands high in the sky and ride the undulating
ride of life like it is meant to be: terrified, excited
and having that recurring feeling of your stomach
being lodged precariously somewhere close to
that dangling ball in the back of the throat (the
uvula I believe if we are to get technical). With all
the unconditional love and support from family
and friends throughout my life I was fortunate
enough to establish a set of crucially important
roots.
Intertwined and splayed out much like the
Minotaur’s labyrinth, my root system is the backbone and guiding light to all I do in life. They have
effectively guided me, foundationalized me, as
well as led me on my path of individualization. As
the years passed my resource allocation changed
from root production to the establishment of my
trunk growth – let me back up a second here, I
find great solace and symbolism in the utilization
of a tree as the perfect metaphor for life: roots
are the creators, stabilizers and our connectors to
the earth; the trunk represents one’s adolescent
and young adulthood years; branches represent
all of the crazy tangents life can present along
the way; one’s foliage is the craziest of them all,
this is where self expression and individualization
occurs, at least if you allow it to – which can be
summed up as so, attempting to be a class clown
due to personal insecurities, living in swim trunks
and rope swinging at Boughton Hill Park, and
failing my junior and senior year of high school
English. Now there’s more to the story than that,
but I must leave a little mystery to keep the flavor

ASUSU NR SENATOR John Rentschler
TYLER LARSON photo

alive.
Upon leaving my beloved homeland of the
Finger Lakes, I had my degrees from Finger Lakes
Community College (FLCC), an ‘87 Toyota Pickup
and the desire to start branching out. What else
do you need? My first stop landed me in the great
state of Alaska on an ecology trip, a little too brief
but it gave me a perspective into a world that is
like none I have traveled to previously. Not stopping for a minute, I created a home in Hawley, a
small town in western Massachusetts. Not knowing what to do with myself after that life altering
experience, why not head west?
I traded the pickup for an escort and cruised
west via Interstate 80, landing myself in Layton
about three Halloweens ago. Working as a wilderness behavioral technician in eastern Utah
and Alaska for my first year spent in Utah, I had
a little cricket on my shoulder telling me I needed
to finish school. Acknowledging my inner voice, I
took the plunge and was graciously awarded Pell
Grants from the great U.S. of A government and
here I am, a Utah State Aggie.
Remember starting Monday through Saturday
– Oct. 5-10 – Natural Resources Week begins.
Yea buddy. Here are the highlights: Monday from
9-11 a.m. pancake-eating competition at the TSC
Patio, 7 p.m.; “Wolves in Paradise” film in the
TSC Auditorium; Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
“Day on the Quad Extravaganza;” Wednesday
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in TSC Ballroom keynote speaker Steve Curwood speaks; “Green is the new
Red, White and Blue” Thursday 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Eccles Conference Center; free for students
“Potential Carbon Markets and Utah Agriculture:
An Assessment of Opportunity” 7 p.m.; Malibu
Campsite Bon Fire with Fred Provenza, meet at
CNR for free shuttle 6:30 p.m.; Friday 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Geocaching Treasure Hunt, details found in
NR 120, 7 p.m.; “Reduce, Reuse, Rock” concert
Old Main amphitheater; Saturday 8 a.m. to noon
day of community service, free lunch, meet at
University Inn at 8 a.m.
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Comments may be directed to John Rentschler at
john.rentschler@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Ags struggle in Provo
Record doesn’t show progress Sputters:
-continued from page 8
Aggie football has made

L

ooking at USU’s 1-3 record, some
fans might be inclined to shrug their
shoulders and remark, “Different
year, same sorry-ass Aggies.” For all the
talk of a new start for USU under new
head coach Gary Andersen, the Aggies
have lost to the three teams they were
supposed to lose to in nonconference
play, and their sole win was over FCS
sacrificial Homecoming lamb Southern
Utah.
Yet one group of people has certainly
recognized the new fighting spirit of the
Aggies: sports gamblers. In three chances, the Aggies have covered three times,
(Las Vegas does not publish lines for
FCS games) making some serious money
for bettors who put their child’s college
tuition on Utah State.
For those unfamiliar with terms such
as “point spread” and “cover,” a quick
explanation: oddsmakers produce what
is known as a betting line before the
game. The line is the number of points
the favored team is supposed to win by.
When the underdog “covers,” it means
they have lost by fewer points than they
were supposed to.
There is not a coach in America who
will comment on or even acknowledge
the existence of the point spread. Okay,
sorry Rick Neuheisel, maybe there’s one.
At any rate, while coaches don’t like to
talk about moral victories and they definitely don’t like to brag about keeping
games close or losing by less points than
they were supposed to, the fact is that
a team’s performance against the point
spread can be a great indicator of how a
team is playing.
Under Brent Guy, USU was not a
smart bet to cover the spread. One
fumble begat another fumble, and before
you knew it, the Ags were buried under
an avalanche of touchdowns. In the years
2005-2008, USU covered seven times
in nonconference play, while failing to
cover eight times. A wager on USU in
nonconference was just slightly worse
than a 50-50 proposition. This year, in an
admittedly small sample size, Coach A’s
Aggies have covered 100 percent of their
games.
With Andersen’s hand on the rudder,
USU may be down but they are never
out – just ask the Texas A&M Aggies,
who were favored by 18 points and
took a 21-point lead on USU early in
the fourth quarter. Instead of crumbling
like a stale shortbread cookie, USU dug
in its collective heels and battled back.
The Aggies staged a furious rally that fell
just short, eventually losing 38-30. If Von

Miller didn’t sack Diondre Borel with 25
seconds remaining, USU had a legitimate
shot at tying the game and perhaps even
winning. USU’s sustained effort in the
face of seemingly hopeless circumstances certainly lined the pockets of a few
lucky or crafty gamblers that week.
Aggies faced its steepest odds yet
against BYU Friday night, walking onto a
football field they were 0-14 on in their
last 14 trips and had lost by an average
of 24 points. Once again, the Aggies
embraced the underdog role, turning the
game into a dogfight. After falling behind
35-10 in the fourth quarter, USU fought
back, driving down the field to cover the
spread in the waning seconds.
Utah State is not a perfect football
team. They don’t seem comfortable in the
red zone, where they settle for field goals
too often. Borel does not seem completely at ease running the option, which
is a major part of what Andersen wants
to run on offense. And they’ve given up
a lot of yardage on defense, despite linebackers Paul Igboeli and Bobby Wagner,
and safety James Brindley, all playing like
their hair is on fire.
But all 1-3 records were not created
equal. USU has played two ranked teams
and a talented Big 12 squad loaded with
NFL prospects – all three on the road
– and they have played well enough to
make the home fans uncomfortable in
each case. The competitive fire USU has
shown bodes well for its chances in an
improved WAC.
As I write this column there is no betting line for USU’s road WAC opener
in Las Cruces. Based on last year’s 472 whitewashing in Logan, NMSU’s 2-2
record (with close wins over FCS Prairie
View and 0-5 New Mexico) and USU’s
brash new attitude, I would say there’s
a strong chance the Aggies will be the
favorites when they walk
into Aggie
Memorial Stadium.
Call it a safe bet.

Christopher Graham
Terry is a senior majoring in print journalism.
Comments can be
sent to him at
graham.terry@
aggiemail.usu.
edu.

get there.”
The inability to execute at critical times
After the game it was evident that Utah
hurt USU again though, as sophomore running
State was not happy about simply hanging
back Robert Turbin was stopped on a thirdwith the Cougars for most of the game. Both
and fourth-down attempt when the Aggies
Andersen and his players expressed not a sense
only needed one yard. The turnover on downs
of loss but a sense of missed opportunities.
gave BYU a short field at the Aggie 31 – an
“I think we played hard and should’ve come
advantage they quickly turned into seven more
out with the victory,”
points that essentially put
Wagner said. “I think we
the game out of reach.
fought hard, I think we
“Good football teams
came out ready to play. I
make plays to win games,
think they didn’t expect
and we have not done that
us to come out and do
yet. When it’s an even playwhat we did in the first
ing field we have not made
half. I think we shot
those plays,” Andersen
ourselves in the foot on
said. “Some people would
a couple plays on offense
argue with me and say it’s
and defense and just gave
not a level playing field
them the game.”
with who we’ve played
Andersen agreed.
other than the Southern
“It’s hard to look at
Utah game, but I disagree
a positive right now. We
with that.”
lost the football game,
Turbin, who had been
and I think we could
averaging 124 rushing
have had a chance to win
yards a game coming into
in the end,” he said. “A
the contest, was held to
couple plays here and
only 48 yards on 17 carUSU’S XAVIER BOWMAN, 17, out
ries. As a team, USU was jumps BYU’s Brandon Bradley for a late TD. there made a huge difference in this football game.
held 113 yards below its
PETE SMITHSUTH photo
We fought hard, but the
season rushing average
bottom line is we lost, and our goal is to win
and 164 yards below its total offensive output.
the game.”
“We need to be aggressive as coaches and
The loss to the Cougars wraps up a tough
we need to be aggressive as players to get this
thing turned around to where we want it to be, preseason schedule for the Aggies who will
open conference play next Saturday when they
which is to get to bowl games and to compete
travel to New Mexico State.
for championships down the road,” he said. “If
– t.olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu
you’re not aggressive, I don’t think you’ll ever

Rally: USU trumps Boise in comeback
-continued from page 8
score of 25-21. USU hit a .222
(17-7-45) in the set win while
BSU hit a .214 (14-5-42).
The fourth set was another
hard fought win for the Aggies
who only had one attack
error to BSU’s five. USU hit
an impressive .447 (18-1-38)
percent while holding BSU to a
.311 (19-5-45) hitting percentage.
For the fifth and final tiebreak set, the first team to
reach 15 points gets the win.
“We love the fifth set,” said
USU junior setter Chelsea
Fowels. “It’s one of the things

our team takes pride in. We
practice it a lot and when it
comes down to it we know
we’re good in the fifth set and
that each of us are going leave
it all on the floor.”
The Ags did just that during the fifth set, outhitting
the Broncos .190 to .148.
The match ended on a USU
block by Fowels, Durrant and
Josselyn White, giving the
Aggies the win, 15-13.
Fowels had a career-night
from her setter position with
a season-high 56 assists to go
along with a career-high nine

kills. She also had a match
high .471 hitting percentage
and nine digs.
McArthur led the Ags with
23 kills and hit a .413 hitting
percentage. Emily Kortsen
added 14 kills and 14 digs
on the night while Christine
Morrill had a match-high 22
digs.
After a couple days of rest,
USU returns to match play
on Thursday, Oct. 8, against
Fresno State (8-7, 1-2) at 8 p.m.
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu
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ClassifiedAds

please contact
me, Joshua Marquit at jdmarquit@msn.
com or 797-3838.

Homes 4 Rent

Homes for Rent

Female or Male Roommate Needed
Female or male needed for off-campus
house. Close to campus with 2 awesome roommates. Spacious living room
& kitchen, & room for rent is a loft. Fun
living arrangement with cable, internet,
washer & dryer in home. $266/mo plus
utilities. Lots of fun! Call (801)663-3161.

Utah State University • Logan, Utah • www.aggietownsquare.com

Announcements

Announcements

Christian Bible Study
Sunday night 7 pm, Food Science Building
rm 202. www.hotm.tv

Apts. for Rent

Apartments for Rent

Room for Rent
Room available for female renter. Nice
house with cable, wireless internet, and
laundry services. Close to campus and
bus stop. Pets welcome (I have little
weenie puppy.) 300 per month approximate asking price. Call 801-628-6325
for inquires.
Private Girls Room- Cambridge Court
Private room for Spring 2010. Cambridge
Court is two blocks from campus, and it
is a fun, exciting, social apartment complex. They have complex socials on a
regular basis. There is also a indoor pool
& hot tub open at anytime. Apartment is
fully furnished with ultities covered. It is
a townhouse style apartment with two

private rooms upstairs. There is one full
bathroom and one half bath. You would
only have one roommate. This is a great
place to live. I have really enjoyed it for
the time being. I am relocating because
I am getting married, so I MUST SELL
my contract. Please contact me through
phone or email at anytime....My number
is (435) 660-9751 and email teisha_s_
00@hotmail.com! Thanks!
Female Oakridge Contract
Need to sell Oakridge contract. Private
bedroom with walk in-closet. Plenty of
bathroom space. $335/month includes
free laundry, utilities, internet, and cable. Great roommates, very social. Aggie shuttle stop right in front of complex.
Available first of November-May
Apartment Contract for Jan-May FOREST
GATE APARTMENTS
-$1100 (all utilities included)
-Private Bedroom
-One clean and tidy roommate
-Quick walk to campus

-Wireless internet
-Cable TV
-Contract for mid Dec to May

Autos for Sale

Autos for Sale

1994 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 Extended cab
Pick-up $3,400 This is a Great Toyota
Truck *4 wheel Drive *V-6 3.0 *5 speed
*Extended Cab *Well maintained *Interior in Good Shape *Bed Liner *Snow
Tires Great in the Snow and for everyday use, I’m selling this for my brother
who is in Law School and needs to sell
it. asking 3,400.00 OBO
2008 Honda Accord
We have owned this great car for one year.
We are the only owners and the car has
9300 miles on it.

Child Care

Child Care

Orphanage Support Services Organization
Orphanage volunteers needed in Ecuador

year-round. Supervised, safe, rewarding. Strict moral/dress code.
Contact Orphanage Support Services Organization (OSSO),
www.orphanagesupport.org, (208) 3591767. ** ad upgrades: bold**
IN HOME LICENSED DAY CARE
New Positions available On Campus in Aggie Village. (Don’t have to be a student
to enroll your kids). *Accepting Work
Force (government) aid * Nutritious
Snacks and meals provided (Under
the guidelines of the Child Care Nutrition Program) *CPR-First Aid certified
*Registered with Child Care Resource
& Referral *Bi-lingual environment (English/Spanish Spoken) *Enclosed outside
playground area NOW ACCEPTING
AGES 1 AND UP Give us a call for more
information. 435-232-8472
Computers & Electronics
Computers
DELL XPS M 1530 (Midnight Blue) $900
OBO

$900 OBO Call ASAP!!! 801-455-2364 I
bought this laptop brand new for $1300
less than a year ago. Love it and am sad
to sell it but I need the money for school.
Works great and have had no problems
with it! Like NEW! $900 OBO
Furniture

Furniture

6 foot LOVE SAC Black suede Really Nice!
350.00 OBO This is a Black Love Sac
*No Rips *No tares *No Stains *Smoke,
Alcohol and Pet Free home * Don’t have
room for it 350.00 OBO thanks

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Paid Research Opportunity
How would you like to be paid $22 for
your participation in a small research project? We are conducting research with
in-car GPS (Global Positioning System)
device to determine how well the devices track
vehicle mileage. We need volunteers to
complete a brief survey and participate
in this small study. Volunteers must: 1.
Own/lease a car, 2. Have a driver’s license, and 3. Be 18 years old or older.
We will pay you $2 to take a brief survey.
If you are asked to participate in our
small study, you will be asked to keep
a GPS device in your car for 3 weeks
and paid an additional $20. If you would
like to participate in this research project

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

Transformers 2:
Revenge PG-13
Daily 6:45, 9:35

$3

Funny People R
Daily 9:45

G.I Joe: Rise of Cobra
Daily 7:15, 9:50

G-Force PG

Ice Age 3 PG

Daily 4:45
Daily 4:20
Saturday 12:15, 2:45 Saturday 12:00, 2:00

Harry Potter and
the Half Blood
Prince PG-13

Up PG

Daily 3:45, 6:35
Saturday 12:45

Hangover R

Daily 4:30, 7:00
Saturday 12:30, 2:30
Daily 9:30
Saturday 12:30, 2:30

Homes for Sale 4 Sale
Homes
UtahHomeLink.com
Search every listing in Utah, including addresses, maps, pictures, prices, price
reductions & more. Joe Fenton 7708293 Cornerstone Real Estate Professionals

Jewelry

Jewelry

$1200 Wedding Ring
This ring was purchased at SE Needham
Jewlers and is classified as one of their
Needham Brilliant Diamonds. Which
means that it is colorless to near colorless, has fantastic clarity (virtually eye
clean). The cut is excellent and the carat
is .20 and above. This particular ring is
.34 carat and 14KT White Gold. Size is
4.75. This ring is truly beautiful!!!

Misc. 4 Sale

Miscellaneous

Brand New Smith Fixture Sunglasses
These glasses are brand new! I mean they
are still in the box they came in and the
sticker is still on the lens! Smith just
barely came out with these 3 weeks
ago and they retail at $120. They have
a gray gradient lens and are seriously
sweet. Check them out at smithoptics.
com. I’m asking $85 dollars which is so
much better than anything else for such
a new style of glasses. Call me at 435232-2272

Musical Stuff

Musical Instruments

Fender Stratocaster Squier Series
Red Fender Stratocaster 1995 Mexican
Squire series. I’ve owned this guitar
for about 12 years and it’s been great
to me. It has the classic stratocaster
headstock,(not the oversized ones the
squiers have now), rosewood fingerboard, three single-coil pickups, 5 way
switch, and whammy bar. It has some
scratches and dents, but nothing serious. It plays great. Does not come with
a case. $115.00

Selling M-Audio ProKeys 88sx
Keyboard/MIDI Controller I’ve only had this
keyboard for 3 months, and it is still in
near-mint condition w/ original box and
packaging. It has only been played once
on a stage. I just don’t have the time to
play it as often as I intended
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

It’s All About You • Murphy
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when I bought it, and it needs a good
home! It sounds unbelievably good
for a keyboard in this price range! The
semi-weighted keys deliver the best feel
you can get without the added cost and

weight of hammer action. The memory
is dedicated to reproducing 7 highquality sounds: 2 grand, “Pop” piano,
2 vintage electric pianos, a percussive
Hammond B3 organ, and Clavinet. In-

cludes on-board reverb and chorus to
customize sound. Has stereo and headphone jacks. USB MIDI interface lets
you record and playback on your Mac or
PC without the installation of extra drivers. Includes pitch and mod wheels and
inputs for 2 footswitches and expression pedal(included). I bought it new for
$390, but I will sell CHEAP!! Asking only
$220. Great stage piano, near-mint! Call
me @ (208)220-6693 or email atticusmac182@hotmail.com.

Services

Services

Personal Training Special

You want a trainer, and can see the benefits of having a workout partner, educator, and accountability coach!
I am currently completing the NASM CPT
course and until I am fully certified, I
am offering full training sessions for 15
bucks! It’s the same if you bring a friend,
15$ for both!
I can help you lose weight, gain weight,
increase flexibility, reduce lower-back
pain and poor posture, increase speed
and agility, and help you live a stronger
and more healthy life. Your first session
is always FREE, so call me today! Matt
801.556.2594

Sporting Goods
Sporting
Goods
NordicTrack E 4400 Treadmill $599. Highend treadmill, excellent condition, 5
years old, rarely used. Features include
4-foot walking belt, handrails, book
holder, 2 fans, 2 water bottle holders,
pulse sensor, incline up to 12%, time/
distance/calories/speed displays, 16
pre-set workouts, memory for custom
workouts, iFit.com interactive technology. Price includes extra console, floor
mat, accessory kit. Accessory kit contains treadmill cleaner, belt lubricant,

cleaning cloths, replacement safety
keys, surge suppressor.

Tutoring

Tutoring & Instruction

Math Tutoring
I can provide affordable tutoring for lower
level math courses (850 - 1050). 10
years of college math teaching experience. Flexible schedule. Contact Keith
@ 881-7156 or kramsey2see@yahoo.
com
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STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• SORORITY ROW* (R)

12:50, 2:55, 5:00, 7:05, 9:15

• THE INFORMANT* (R)

12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

• JULIE AND JULIA*
LOGAN ART CINEMA

Cowboy Burger
1300 North Main• Located in the Cache Valley Mall
Food Court • Open 10-9 Mon-Sat, 12-5 Sun

FREE 32oz Drink
when you buy a Burger
(or sandwich) and fries

Show your USU ID and get
15% OFF any regular priced
burger, sandwich or combe
meal. Not valid with any
other offers.

795 N Main St, Logan

Tickets $5.50 w/ Student ID

• HURT LOCKER (R)

7:00, 9:30, SAT/SUN 4:30

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• ALL ABOUT STEVE* (PG-13)
1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

• CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE
OF MEATBALLS* (PG)
1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

• JENNIFER’S BODY* (R)

(PG-13) 1:30, 4:00, 7:05, 9:40

• LOVE HAPPENS*(PG-13)

12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• 9* (PG-13)

1:00, 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, 9:00

• GAMER*(R)

1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:10

• WHITEOUT* (R)

1:05, 3:10, 5:15, 7:20, 9:25

• CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF
MEATBALLS* (PG)

12:50, 2:50, 4:50, 6:50, 8:50

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20
• INGLORIOUS BASTARDS (R)
• SORORITY ROW* (R)
4:05, 6:55
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30
• BROKEN HILL (PG)
• THE INFORMANT* (R)
4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
12:35, 2:50, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35
• 500 DAYS OF SUMMER* (PG-13)
• WHITEOUT* (R)
4:10, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:10
1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
• PROPOSAL
(PG-13) 4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
• EXTRACT (R)
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
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StatesmanBack Burner

Monday

Oct. 5
Today is Monday, Oct.
5, 2009. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Bonnie Okada, senior in
biology, from Tremonton,
Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1955, in an embarrassing breach of the
United States’ airdefense capability, a
Cuban defector enters
U.S. air space undetected and lands his
Soviet-made MiG-17 at
Homestead Air Force
Base, south of Miami,
Florida. The presidential
aircraft Air Force One
was at the base at the
time, waiting to return
President Richard M.
Nixon to Washington.

-College of Natural Resources Week.
-ORC Full Moon Hike, 7 p.m.
-Men’s golf at Wyoming Desert
Classic, all day.

Tuesday

You need to know....

The Student Organic Farm at
USU is a student-run organization aimed at providing educational opportunities and fresh,
organic produce for the surrounding community. Produce
from the farm is sold at the TSC
Patio on Wednesdays from 11
a.m. - 2 p.m.

Undergraduate Research and
Creative Opportunity grants are
due by noon on Oct. 15. Please
submit electronically. Optional
individualized conferences are
available with Dr. Kinkead: www.
research.usu.edu/undergrad
ASCE is holding its annual
BurgerFest on Oct. 7 from 11:20
a.m. - 1:30 p.m. on the sidewalks
to the north and south sides of the
library. Burgers $2, Hotdogs $1,
soda 50 cents.
On Oct. 7, Common Ground
Outdoor Adventures will be leading a hiking activity to the Limber
Pine Trail. Cost is $5. Visit us on
the Web at www.ogadventures.org
or call us at 435-713-0288.
Make a difference in your community on Oct. 10 at 9:30 a.m.
Sportsman for Fish and Wildlife
and the Bear River Watershed
Council are working on cleaning up and restoring the mouth
of Smithfield Dry Canyon. For
more information call 435-5638272 or visit www.smithfielddrycanyon.blogspot.com.
The Old Barn Theatre
announces auditions for Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat on Oct. 15 from 6:30
- 8:30 p.m. All parts are open.
Must be 18 years of age or older.
For more informtaion call 435257-1312 or e-mail hulllauralee@
yahoo.com.
Free meditation and stress
management classes are held every
week at 843 S. 100 West in Logan.
Contact Cosmic Nudge at 435363-7173 for more info.
The Mineral Collector’s of
Utah is having its annual show at
Trolley Square in SLC, Oct. 23-25.
For more info contact the show
chairman, Curt Forrester at 801789-6325 or e-mail fossilmin@
dcdi.net
Peace Vigil every Friday 5 - 6
p.m., 50 N. Main Street, Logan.
Questions e-mail info@loganpeace.org or call 435-755-5137.

Full moon hike

Oct. 6

The ORC will be have a full
moon hike on Oct. 5. Carpool
cost is $5. The ORC is going to
Lava Hot Springs on Oct. 3. Cost
is $20.

-College of Natural Resources Week.
-Men’s golf at Wyoming Desert
Classic, all day.

USU Major Fair

The USU Major Fair will be held
Oct. 9 from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. in
the TSC International Lounge.
Come explore the major, minor
and program options available at USU. Enter to win great
prizes. Sponsored by University
Advising 435-797-3373.

Wednesday

Oct. 7

-College of Natural Resources Week.
-Re-entry social, TSC, 6 p.m.
-Men’s golf, at Wyoming Desert
Classic, all day.

Light festival

The annual Diwali Festival of
Light show will be held on Oct.
10 in the TSC Ballroom at 6 p.m.
Come enjoy the exquisite Indian
cuisine, traditional music and
dance performances and experience the culture of India.

Breast cancer

Come join us in the fight against
breast cancer with the Plant a
Pink Tulip Project. The USU
Women’s Resource Center will
be hosting this event in honor
of Breast Cancer survivors Oct.
10 at the Cache Valley Humane
Society. Planting will begin at
1 p.m.

Weather
High: 49° Low: 31°
30% chance of rain

Chemistry
Chemistry and biochemistry
departmental seminar is Oct. 7
from 4 - 5 p.m. in ESLC 046. The
speaker will be Ding-Yah Yang
from New Mexico State/Tunghai
University.

Closed Sunday
Smithfield
850 S. Main • (435) 563-6251
Pharmacy (435) 563-6201

3

13-32 oz.
Select Varieties

Post Cereal

Whole Kernal Corn
or Cut Green Beans

4 $10

49

¢

for

With In-Ad Coupon 4 for $12 Without
12.2-18 oz.
Select Varieties

9 oz. Fritos Dips or
7.75-11.12 oz. Asst.

Kellogg’s Cereal

Fritos or Cheetos

4 7

1

$

$ 88

for

With In-Ad Coupon 4 for $13 Without
12 inch Pizza or Deep
Dish Singles Asst.

12.4 oz. Bag
Peanut or Plain

Red Baron

M&M’s Candy

2

$

3

50

$

Sports
Drinks

12 pk. 12 oz. Cans

Coke
Products

14

4$

for

With In-Ad Coupon - 4 for $16 Without
4 oz. Whips, 6 oz. Original,
Light or Custard Style Asst.

Yoplait Yogurt

10 $4
for

With In-Ad Coupon 10 for $5 Without

15 oz. With Beans Asst.

Nalley Chili
Con Carne

99¢
3.5 oz. Asst.

Western Family
Beef Jerky

279

$

00

18.5-19 oz. Reduced
Sodium, Traditional, Light
or High Fiber Asst.

POWERade 32 oz.

79¢

1

Progresso Soup

1

$ 37
WOW!
That’s Only
$ 50

3

ea.

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 4

WOW!
That’s Only
¢

40

ea.

With In-ad Coupon
& Purchase of 10

2 Liter Bottles Select Varieties

Pepsi or
Pop Favorites

1

$ 25

24 oz. White or Wheat

Grandma Sycamore’s
Bread

1

$ 98

6 pk. 12 oz. Cans

Shasta
Soda Pop

99¢
Keebler 32 oz. Box

Honey
Grahams

248

$

59¢

$ 49

$ 79

Western Family
14.5-15.25 oz.

Broccoli or
Cauliflower

Country Style
Pork Ribs

1

99

for

Fresh Crisp

Boneless

ShurSaving Milk

¢

www.aggietownsquare.com

Prices Effective October 5th - October 10th, 2009

Gallon 1%, 2%
or Fat Free Skim

Chicken Noodle
or Tomato Soup

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at

Visit our red box®
for your favorite
new releases.
Just $1 per day!

Logan
555 E. 1400 N. • (435) 755-5100
Pharmacy (435) 750-0258

Western Family
10.5-10.75 oz.

Moderately Confused • Stahler

www.leesmarketplace.com

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 6:00 AM - Midnight,

MARKETPLACE

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Organic Farm

WOJustW!
$ 50

2

ea.

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 4

WOJustW!
$ 75

1

ea.

With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 4

lb.

lb.

32 oz. Asst.

Gatorade

98¢

10
BUY ad
e
ator
GGet
5 Propel

FREE
With In-Ad Coupon
& Purchase of 5

New Crop Large Crisp

Jonagold or
Gala Apples

89¢
lb.

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Oct. 13, 2009

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Oct. 13, 2009

Buy Ten (10)

32 oz. Asst. Gatorade

Get Five (5)

PLU# 9170
Scan Down

FREE

6

$

24 oz. Asst. Propel

With This Coupon

1

Kellogg’s Cereals
TAW

Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.

TAW

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Oct. 13, 2009

PLU# 9029
Scan Down

off

With This Coupon

2

$

00

PLU# 9017
Scan Down

off

With This Coupon

When You
Buy Four (4)

When you Buy Ten (10)
4 oz. Whips, 6 oz. Orignial,
Light or Custard Style Asst.

13-32 oz. Select Varieties

Post Cereals

Yoplait Yogurt

Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.

off

12.2-18 oz. Select Varieties

AFS Vendor Coupon Expires Oct. 13, 2009

$ 00

PLU# 9110
Scan Down

When You
Buy Four (4)

With This Coupon

Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.

00

TAW

Good only at participating Associated Food Stores.
Limit 1 coupon per item(s) purchased.Limit 1 coupon per customer.

TAW

